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EDITOR’S LETTER

ith a hop, skip, and a

jump,

we have already
bounded into the second
month of 2019 with all the
fervor and excitement in which
we closed this past year. Such
a whirlwind keeps us driving
forward, but a small break in the storm—whether
it be from Mother Nature, market demands,
customer dynamics, or more—helps you to
reflect...at least it does for me. So quickly,
before the storm bears down again...
We have many different backgrounds here
on our team at The Snack Magazine and
AndNowUKnow, without which we would
not be able to bring you the storytelling,
nuance, and characters, as well as histories
and aspirations, in the way that we do. While
as a company, we default to being a trade news
publication, I like to think of our little gang as artists who
are in constant pursuit of making our small corner of fresh
produce a bit more vibrant and accessible, and maybe, if
we have done the work we are so passionate about, even
pushing the envelope forward.
Since I was a little girl, I have always been a writer. Words
give me the gift of connection, of creating, of shaping a
truth or a story in a way that breaks from the dialogue of
our daily lives. And I have always loved the word essay.
Most would not, I think. At least not in its traditional terms
where we are assessed, aligned, and motivated to compose
an argument and construct a foundation of facts and
evidence for the A-grade: not my favorite task of language.
Personally, I like the more creative definition of essay: an
attempt or effort. Essentially, to try. Maybe, to risk.
Here I come back to our vision. We are always in
movement, trying new things, proposing new perspectives,
expanding the possibilities of the page, the video, the
graphic, the illustration—trying, even sometimes, with that
little bit of risk. Let’s call it playing. Playing and aspiring to
evolve with the hopes that extending our hand to you for
your stories, will pay it forward.
As we kick off 2019, we look to bring an array of voices and
variety of experiences for your reading pleasure, from the

Southeast Produce Council’s 20th Anniversary milestone
with President and CEO David Sherrod to Rainier Fruit
Company’s President Randy Abhold and the company’s
relentless pursuit for excellence and how the team has gone
to great lengths to define and execute its goals for progress.
We also bridge the North and South of the continent
with a story from Leamington, Ontario-based Highline
Mushrooms and its new evolution as well as another
feature from the burgeoning regional event Viva
Fresh, expanding produce innovation and
availability in the Tex-Mex corridor.
As always, we love to bring you voices from
across fresh produce to tell their own stories,
present their values, and discuss the state of
the industry. In this issue, we bring a former
retailer and Sun Pacific exec to the forefront. With
40 years of retail experience and an additional 10
years with the citrus grower, Bob DiPiazza threads his
produce floor knowledge with the perspective of a grower as
he speaks to the industry on the concept of marketing, and
how to do it right.
Plus, there is so much more. From kiwifruit titan Zespri
International Limited to Sunripe Certified Brands, Wish
Farms, and Harps’ Food Stores, I only wish the designers
at The Snack would allow me a higher word count—wink,
wink.
To all our friends striving to build an even greater produce
industry in 2019, we are right there with you to support and
endeavor. Believe me, we will be wearing the floor to the
boards again, right alongside you.

Jordan Okumura
Editor in Chief
AndNowUKnow and The Snack

2005 Capitol Ave., Sacramento CA 95811
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RAINIER FRUIT
COMPANY

The Pursuit
of Excellence:

Maintaining a Wholesome Vision
by Robert Schaulis

Randy Abhold, President,
Rainier Fruit Company
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ssentially, it’s the same way a
hunter keeps from starving. When
your target is moving rapidly,
you have to shoot ahead of the target to have any chance
of hitting it. If you don’t do that, you have no dinner,”
Randy Abhold, President of the Rainier Fruit Company,
tells me. We’re talking about a cutting-edge approach to
apple growing, about using predictive analytics to optimize
assortment and make sure retailers have the most desirable
apples possible.
It’s an ongoing process, Randy tells me—a hunt.

“Predictive analytics is kind of a catchy buzzword we use
around here,” Randy jokes. “It makes our data and IT guys
feel pretty good about themselves.”
The term denotes a technique, but the process is simple, he
explains. You have to pursue. You have to achieve success.
You have to eat.

“

We make our associates
part of what we
produce, empower
them with a sense of
responsibility, help
them be their best and
our best...

“

—Randy Abhold, President, Rainier Fruit Company
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As President of Rainier Fruit
Company, Randy Abhold is looking
to the future, juggling popular
apple varieties and “rising stars” to
provide the best possible assortment
to its retail partners

One morning in November, I made a phone call from the
Sacramento, California, offices of The Snack Magazine. 600some miles away in rural Selah, Washington, Randy greeted
me with a humor and an immediacy that I hadn’t expected.
I had anticipated a call about a data-driven company, an
apple provider at the cutting edge of category selection and
market research, and I did get that.
But I had to adjust my expectation. Randy let me know that
Rainier is about more than metrics. It’s about culture, family,

A Rainier Fruit Company
orchard in Central Washington

produce, empower
them with a sense of
responsibility, help them
be their best and our best,
and they end up putting
in their own personal
emotions, pride, and
ownership. That translates
into the best quality
product that we can
produce every day.”
During his tenure at
Rainier, Randy has seen
the apple industry go
through a tremendous
Randy Abhold reviewing Rainier
transformation. In his
apple data with a facility worker
nearly quarter-century
at the company, Randy
has witnessed the end
of the Red Delicious’ reign and the
and enthusiasm—about imbuing each
renaissance of the signature apple
action and item with a sense of excellence variety. Throughout that time, he and the
and about pursuing that apex, that
company have ridden in the avant-garde
apogee—that quarry—relentlessly.
of this transformative process—pushing
ahead to identify new trends, new needs,
Randy isn’t a hunter in the traditional
and new ways to serve Rainier’s retail
sense of the word, he tells me; he’s not
partners.
out for live game. But he is in pursuit of
excellence.
It’s a process for Rainier, one that
“We believe in the spirit of self-driven
excellence. You can decide to do better;
it’s a decision that you make,” says Randy.
He’s talking about the core values that
make Rainier unique.
“Once we bring the right people together,
we bring in that collective belief. We
make our associates part of what we

requires an understanding of the past,
present, and future—an attention to
trends and an understanding of where
the industry has been.

The story of Rainier might be divided
into two parts: a prehistory in which
the company came together and found
its core values and a modern era in
which the company set out to hone its

techniques and push forward to identify
the next innovation before it becomes vox
populi.
The forward-thinking company can
trace its roots back more than a hundred
years—and across over 2,000 miles—to
Antebellum Virginia—where the Zirkle
family, Rainier’s owners and operators,
first began farming in the United States.
“The Zirkle family is a fifth-generation
apple family that farmed apples in the
Shenandoah Valley in the 1800s. They
found themselves on the wrong side of
the Civil War,” Randy says. “So they
picked up, moved West, and came to
Washington.”
The transplanted family would take root
in Selah, Washington, drawn there by
the burgeoning apple farming scene. The
Zirkles would continue to farm for the
next century—eventually deciding to
band together with like-minded growers
in the region to form Rainier.
“In 1973 they formed Rainier Fruit
Company, which was the marketing arm
for their own product. They got together
with a handful of other long-term family
growers who had their own warehouses
and were growing their own product,”
Randy adds. “Most of those families
are still with us today. We’re a family of
families.”
The Zirkle family’s Zirkle Fruit Company
would join with family-owned operations
Allan Brothers Fruit, Price Cold Storage,
THESNACK.NET / 21

An apple sorting line at
Rainier Fruit Company’s
campus in Selah, Washington

Matson Fruit, and Earl Brown & Sons,
and with Cashmere, Washingtonbased cooperative Blue Star Growers,
pooling the resources of like-minded
local growers and uniting those
growers under a single marketing
operation.

“

The root structure was there, but it
would be several decades before Rainier
was ready to pick up the hunt—and
the pace of innovation—and adopt its
analytics-intensive methodology.
“We were asking ourselves what varieties
we needed to take out of production, but
we were throwing darts,” Randy explains.
“So, about 10 years ago we decided to
jump into the data on consumer buying
habits. We pretty much learned that the
guessing thing was expensive—especially
when we were wrong.”
Planting acreage is a pricey and timeconsuming proposition. From planting
or grafting, the process of introducing
new apple varieties can take more than
three years. If the end result is increased
acreage of a variety on the decline, the
associated costs can be even steeper.
“We started charting what the consumer
buying habits were at retail, using retail
purchase data from Nielsen and others,
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I think it’s easy for
us to say one thing
but do another, so
we really have to ask
ourselves: ‘Are we
walking the walk?’

meet the company’s exacting
standard of flavor, texture, and
transportability—and comport
with consumer data on apple
varieties trending upward as
shoppers search for new eating
experiences.

“Right now, everyone is
enamored with the Honeycrisp.
It’s become a very large part of
our menu,” notes Randy. “And
we continue to develop our
exclusive apples—our Lady
Alice, our Envy and JAZZ™
apples, and our Pink Lady,
which is another rising star—if
not rock star—apple. We also
offer organic blueberries; we have cherry
and pear programs that round out our
menu, so customers have a full basket
from which to choose.”

”

and we started identifying trend lines.
That led us, essentially, to start carrying
less of what the consumer wanted less of
and more of what they wanted more of.
Once we got into that pattern, it became
very clear and identifiable what their
needs were,” Randy says. “When we put
all that together it was a simple thing;
you have to lead the target as a hunter
does.”
To this end, Rainier continues to
curate its “Rising Stars”—varieties
like Honeycrisp; Pink Lady®, Rainier’s
exclusive Lady Alice® apple; and
Envy™ and JAZZ™ varieties, which the
company co-markets. These Rising Stars

Randy adds that the company also
continues to grow its organics program—
meeting increasing consumer demand
for organic apples across the entirety of
Rainier’s product line.
So, what is sacrificed, I wonder, when a
company like Rainier transitions more
production to on-trend offerings?
“We have to look at it like a retailer does.

“

There’s only so much shelf space. So
what we offer not only has to appeal
to the consumer, but it has to make
fiscal sense for the retailer. As we add
additional varieties and organic options,
there’s going to be less space for other
things,” explains Randy. “But the shift
is less painful when you do it right.
We work with the retailers and their
customers to figure out where consumers
are focusing their attention, to show our
partners the buying data and help them
decide where to focus their resources.”
While Rainier’s process may be datadriven, the buck ultimately stops at
Rainier ensuring the best possible eating
experience for consumers across the
U.S. and throughout the world. When
adopting a new variety, Randy tells me,

“

“

We work with
the retailers and
their customers to
figure out where
consumers are
focusing their
attention, to show
our partners the
buying data and
help them decide
where to focus
their resources.

yhaouve to
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the company has keyed in on a
strategic set of characteristics
that consumers consistently
crave.

“The first place we have to start
is here with ourselves. Is this
something that I would eat? Is
this something that I would
spend my hard-earned money
on? We have to get past that
first test. But when we start to
talk about packing and shipping
product all around the world, the
test becomes not about what the
apple is here; it’s about what it
is when it arrives,” says Randy,
noting that an apple fresh off the tree
in Selah may not ultimately arrive in a
supermarket in Texas sporting the same
characteristics.
With that in mind, Rainier has adopted
a set of standards aimed at providing
the freshest, most delicious fruit possible
throughout the world and throughout
the season.
“Rainier continues to study what
characteristics are most desired by all
consumers and to focus all our efforts on
varieties that lend firmness first, then rich
flavor and a consistent eating experience
throughout the marketing season,”
Randy continues.
It’s with that same standard of excellence

in mind that Rainier has adopted
a number of initiatives aimed at
encouraging nutrition and healthy living.

“I think it’s easy for us to say one thing
but do another, so we really have to ask
ourselves: ‘Are we walking the walk?’”
Randy explains. “Like everything, it
starts at home. At our own company,
we’ve adopted a number of wellness
initiatives.”
Randy tells me that Rainier has both
taken its message out to the public and,
simultaneously, brought that message
home to its employees. The company
installed walking trails at its flagship
facility, stocked its own cafeteria with
healthy options, and sponsored national
health- and wellness-related happenings
including the Boston Marathon and
national yoga events through Wanderlust.
In the same sense that the company
pursues a spirit of excellence in its
product offerings, Rainier’s Wholesome
to the Core and Wholesome Happens Here
initiatives offer employees, athletes, and
members of the public the opportunity
to flourish.
For Rainier Fruit Company, the pursuit,
the hunt, the effort to be one step
ahead—in the apple category or in a
marathon—is about more than just
sustenance; it’s about thriving.
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Saying

Goodbye
the Dos & Don’ts of a
Successful Separation

W

e all experience changes in life.
Some happen to us and some are
from us. Breaking up is one of
those changes that is no fun—on
either end of the equation. Business’
version of breaking up is the
separation of the company and an employee. Again,
it’s typically no fun on the giving or receiving end of
the situation. And it can be tough on the “extended
business family,” too.

Like most things in life, there is a wrong and a right way
to do things, or, perhaps more applicably stated, there is
a better way and a bad way to do things.
Here at Joe Produce, we hear stories from employers,
employees, references, and more about these
separations—and sometimes how they were handled on
one or both sides. Through those conversations, we’ve
identified some of the dos and don’ts of a successful
separation.
“What is a successful separation?” you might ask. More
often than not, it’s NOT going to be all rainbows and
unicorns. What it can be, though, is peaceful, respectful,
mature, thoughtful, professional, and empathetic. In
the end, our business may be vast, but it’s made up
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by Rex Lawrence

of many small communities. A successful separation
may not build into a friendship, but it should not create
an enemy either. A successful separation is a success
before, during, and after.

BEFORE
If an employer is letting someone go for performance
issues, the employee should not be surprised. If a
person is quitting for issues related to an employer’s
shortcomings, they should not be surprised. In other
words, the issue should have been discussed in the past,
and it’s finally time to make a change.

DURING
If the ‘before’ steps were followed, this isn’t much of a
surprise and should be done with respect. So, the one
leaving should do everything to make sure it happens
face-to-face. If the employer’s making the change, it
should be done with a witness, for your best interest
and theirs, and the decision should be delivered clearly,
concisely, and as the final word. One of the key steps
I’ve read is not to let someone go without a checklist.
You won’t miss anything, and there will be no question
this was a well-thought-out decision with more than
one contributing factor. Finally, hard as it may be, you
should try your best not to leave it on a low note, even if
it’s wishing them luck.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

NOW THAT THE DECISION IS MADE

EMPLOYEES

A truly successful separation is punctuated when
both parties—and other stakeholders, such as other
employees, friends, family, customers, and more—are
not feeding the gossip mill. Life goes on without fanfare.
Neither party is talking about the other. It’s over.

Quitting is not easy. Even if you’re fed up, end it
gracefully and professionally. Use the Golden Rule.

EMPLOYERS
The legal side of terminating someone’s employment
varies by state. Before you do anything, you should
meet with HR and/or your legal counsel. If you’re
being given a resignation, accept it with grace and
understanding. Use this occasion as an opportunity
to learn about your company and how to improve.
Remember, you may want them back someday, and
at the very least, you want to part as friends. Always
practice the Golden Rule!
Be sure to announce any departure as soon as it is
appropriate and control the message as much as
possible. Ask the outgoing employee to allow the
company to make the announcement. Take the mystery
out of the termination/departure as much as you can.
Don’t leave too much room for speculation or gossip.

NOW WHAT?

Beyond the actual act of “letting someone go,”
there can be lingering effects with your team, the
discharged employee, and even others in your
industry.

We recognized that we could help employers and
discharged employees by providing our services
earlier in the process. We know that the sooner
people set a new course and work towards their
new objective, the sooner they’ll be productive
and happy. In answer to this need, we started
Next Step Outplacement℠.
Outplacement is a service provided at no cost
to employees by their employer through a
third-party supplier during times of workforce
restructuring, layoffs, and termination. Today,
outplacement is delivered by companies, such
as Next Step Outplacement℠, to organizations
concerned with the outplaced employee,
and the long-term implications of workforce
transformation on their employer brand,
employee retention, and overall business success.

Give as clear of a reason as you can for why you are
moving on. People appreciate that even if they don’t
like the reason. Be respectful and professional, and
try to help them understand how they can improve if
applicable and/or appropriate.
• Try not to leave them with no notice.
Two weeks is the standard and more is
sometimes appreciated.
• Be thankful and pleasant...no matter what.
• Resign in person and have your letter ready
to hand them.
• Speak positively or don’t speak at all.
• If you are resigning then do not accept a
counter offer. They rarely work out for long.
That said, think this move through carefully.
• Don’t leave just for money!

We started this story by saying that breaking up is one
of those changes that is no fun—on either end of the
equation. It’s not. All that said, when done correctly,
it does not have to be ugly, angry, or with lingering
contentious feelings.
Most of us have dedicated ourselves to this business,
and it’s a whole lot more pleasant to share our careers
and lives with those we respect. If you’re not familiar
with the Golden Rule, I suggest Googling it soon!
Happy New Year!

Joe Produce Search (JPS) is the
Executive Search division of Joe
Produce®. Joe Produce Search
is comprised of experienced
search consultants and produce
professionals. Our placements
range from middle management
to C-level positions, throughout
Rex Lawrence
North America, covering a
Founder & President
wide range of produce and
Joe Produce Search℠
produce-related businesses.

Learn more at NextStepOutPlacement.com.
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ILLUSTRATION BY EMILY MCLAIN

GOOD MERCHANDISING:

It’s Not Rocket Science!
by Snack Editorial Contributor Bob DiPiazza,
Founder of DiPiazza Consulting Services Inc.

I

got a call from a former Dominick’s
colleague of mine who is responsible
for store operations at a 10-store
independent chain of supermarkets. He
knew I was doing a little consulting after
having recently semi-retired from a
10-year run with Sun Pacific and asked
me to spend some time in his chain. I
was to evaluate the merchandising in
the fresh areas of the stores and make
recommendations.
With 40 years of retail experience before
joining Sun Pacific, I thought this would
be a relatively simple project. However, I
soon learned that a top-down direction
to the stores was preventing good
merchandising practices. The President
had issued an edict to control shrink.
As I went from store to store, very few
merchandising presentations were
effective. The stores were afraid to put
merchandise out for fear of shrink, and
the produce departments looked like a
“Going Out of Business” sale.
It was clear that there would be little
26 / FEB 2019

to no change without buy-in from the
President. After a discussion outlining
what I wanted to change, he agreed to
go along for 90 days and then measure
the results. He asked me to prepare
a written outline to review with his
management staff.
Something I’d like to clarify before
moving forward is that there are no
revelations for merchants in what follows
here, but there might be one or two
concepts that fell by the wayside: You
don’t control shrink. You reduce it by
managing inventory and driving sales.
Good merchandising starts with the
right product. Does your assortment in
each store align with the neighborhood
and the demographics it serves? If not,
fix it.
With good-quality product, produce
shouts “fresh” like no other department.
It is a category that offers unique shapes
and sizes and vibrant color breaks, but
the displays must be fresh and appear

bountiful with seasonally correct items
that scream “Buy me!”—compelling
customers to make a purchase.
Take a step back, clear your head, and
ask yourself if your merchandising
strategy is compelling. Keeping just one
layer of apples on a flat dry table is not
compelling and will not lower shrink
or drive sales. Cluttering a department
with racks and racks of non-perishable
items does not lower your shrink dollars.
It only serves to take away customer
space and detract from making a “fresh”
statement.
When merchandising is compelling,
the fixtures don’t stand out…the
merchandise does. Use just one or two
items on a display to make a statement.
Keep your lines of sight open so that
your customers are surrounded by great
merchandising and feel like they are
shopping in an open market.
The amount of inventory on a display
must align with that store’s volume and

“

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

You don’t control shrink.
You reduce it by managing inventory
and driving sales.

”

Bob DiPiazza
rate of sales, and so should the reserve
stock. In my experience, this is where
good merchandising and art intersect. It
takes artistry to build impactful displays
in all stores—the low, the medium, and
the high-volume ones. In many cases, it’s
the art of making a little look like a lot.
Use angles, risers, inserts, multiple
elevations, empty cartons, or whatever
you need to “dummy up” the amount of
inventory on display without sacrificing
impact. This is how you manage
inventory on the sales floor to your rate
of sales. And this is how you promote
good rotation practices to ensure
freshness while driving sales…and those
sales are your best rotation.
When you do this, you won’t be
controlling your sales—you will find
that the rate of sales increases over time,
and you can discover how high that high
really is.
If the end game is profitability, you
can’t look at shrink as an isolated metric.
Certainly, you can’t approach it just as a
percentage point. You don’t pay the bills
with percentages; you pay them with
dollars. To maximize profits, you need

to manage topline sales, margin dollars,
expenses, and shrink to achieve the best
outcome.
Figuratively speaking, the pencil is a
powerful tool to help manage inventory
and shrink. Ordering the right amount
of product is a crucial piece of good
merchandising. Do you need to invest in
more training or allocate more resources
to help store personnel (or buyers) order
product just in time? Are you providing
any projections, history, or movement
data to help? If you are using POS
software to generate store orders, do
the stores have the ability to adjust up
or down for weather, seasonality, or any
other elements that affect sales?
We always preach the importance of price
signs to promote sales, but this is an area
of inconsistency across all retail. Signs
sell merchandise. If you issue layouts or
plan-o-grams to allocate space for your
assortment, I suggest you leave some
“flex” space for micro-merchandising
the products that meet the needs of the
neighborhood and store demographics.
One-size-fits-all does not allow individual
stores to maximize sales. Flex space
can also be used to merchandise excess

Bob DiPiazza began his retail career
with Dominick’s Supermarkets, where
he advanced to the position of Group
VP of Perishables. A graduate of
Loyola University in Chicago and a
past Chairman of the PMA, Bob joined
Walmart Stores Inc. in 1998 and shortly
after was promoted to Senior VP and
General Merchandise Manager of Sam’s
Club US Perishable Food Operations.
Bob retired from Walmart in 2008
to return home to Chicago and his
extended family. He continued to remain
active in the industry as the Principal
for a strategic consulting business
specializing in the perishable food
supply chain.

inventory. For example, don’t stare at the
extra two pallets of strawberries in the
cooler when you can build a display and
sell them now!
As you continue to open stores, at some
point you should consider a teacher or
mentor to work with store personnel.
A produce field specialist who can
teach, train, and steer store personnel
well on the art of merchandising, as
well as the basic blocking and tackling
they need to execute for clean, fresh,
well-merchandised, and profitable
departments is invaluable.
Good merchandising focuses on driving
and building sales while at the same
time managing shrink, expenses, and
margins. It really isn’t rocket science!
As for the end of that story, this
particular independent did not have
the systems to support analytics or
category management. I did discuss the
importance of analytics to evaluate and
manage assortment, margin, rate of sales,
inventory and days on hand, shrink,
and other important metrics with the
President who, by the way, became a big
believer after the first 90 days!

In 2008, DiPiazza Consulting entered
into an agreement with Roundy’s
Supermarkets to develop the Mariano’s
Fresh Market stores for entry to the
greater Chicago area market and with
Sun Pacific Growers for business and
marketing development programs and
strategies. In 2011, Bob was appointed
President of Sun Pacific Marketing, a
leading California grower, shipper, and
marketer of citrus, grapes, kiwi, and
tomatoes. He recently completed a 10year run and is once again focusing on
his consulting business as an industry
advisor.

Bob DiPiazza,

Founder, DiPiazza
Consulting Services Inc.
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ZESPRI INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED

Zespri kiwifruit on the vine in New Zealand

by Robert Schaulis

F

irst and foremost, it’s about our consumers
and making sure we’re providing premiumquality and the best-tasting kiwifruit,” Carol
Ward, Chief Innovation and Sustainability Officer for
Zespri International Limited, tells me.
From a foraged food endemic to China to an
international curiosity, a burgeoning specialty
interest to a popular commercial crop marketed
worldwide, the kiwifruit category—made up of
members of the genus Actinidia—has experienced a
profound transformation over the last 125 years. The
fruit has changed linguistically—from the “macaque
peach” to the “Chinese gooseberry” to the “kiwifruit.”
Its place in our popular imagination has shifted. It’s
even changed colors.
In 2019, it’s hard for many North Americans not
to speak of Kiwis and kiwifruit in the same breath.
In many respects, the fruit has become almost
inseparable from our cultural conceptions of New
Zealand. That is, in large part, thanks to the work of
Zespri International Limited.
Since the formation of Zespri in 1997, the company
has been committed to producing the best possible
product—providing the healthiest, safest, and most
sustainably-sourced kiwifruit. It’s the company’s
mission to do so in a way that supports growers and
ensures the continued health and wellbeing of both
the company’s end consumers and those growers
whose efforts sustain its operations and our industry.

“Zespri is committed to growing a better, healthier
future, and sustainability is our passion,” Carol
explains. “We work with leading research institutes
and partners to understand our environmental
position. We have a cross-functional team spanning
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Zespri brand kiwifruit being
packed for shipment

our industry to assess the feasibility
of new sustainability initiatives,
including production methods and
environmental impact. Our goal is to
leave the future in better condition
for generations.”
Owned by 2,500 current and former
New Zealand kiwifruit growers
and cooperatively controlled by
producing growers, Zespri works
tirelessly to do more than provide
fresh and nutritious Zespri Kiwifruit
to consumers
year-round.
The company
is working to
improve the
lives and
livelihoods
of growers,
to ensure
the continued
viability of those
growers’ work,
and to ensure
the future of the
industry is always
brighter than the
past.

International Limited—with the
goal of creating a global marketing
organization representing the aims
and interests of kiwifruit growers.
“You can actually trace our origins
to the challenges faced by the
New Zealand kiwifruit industry in
the 1980s. There had been rapid
expansion of the industry and large
crop volumes, so supply exceeded
demand, and combined with
unfavorable interest and foreign

ALONG WITH
OUR PARTNERS,
WE INVEST
APPROXIMATELY
20 MILLION DOLLARS
A YEAR IN THE BREEDING
PROGRAM, WHICH HAS BEEN
RUNNING SINCE THE 1980s.

Because, while
Zespri’s outlook
is bright, Carol
explains to me,
its roots had to
find purchase in
unfavorable soil.

– Carol Ward, Chief Innovation and Sustainability
Officer, Zespri International Limited

In 1997, facing unprecedented
challenges in terms of both
international financial hurdles
and perpetual oversupply, a
group of New Zealand growers
banded together to found Zespri

A sorting line in one of Zespri’s
state-of-the-art facilities

exchange rates, the price of kiwifruit
had dipped to an all-time low,” Carol
explains. “So, rather than competing
against each other, growers came
together to establish a cohesive
market-driven strategy.“
Instead of competing among
each other in a narrow preexisting
marketplace, these growers created
what would become a sophisticated
worldwide operation—expanding the
scope of the kiwifruit category along
the way and working to provide the
best possible returns to Zespri’s
grower partners.
Zespri has, since 1997, been able to
deliver strong sustainable returns to
growers and provide sweet-tasting
and premium-quality kiwifruit to the
world, Carol tells me.
The effect the marketing
organization has had on the
category has been prodigious,
particularly in North America. Carol
notes that growth has gone up
another gear since Zespri began
marketing its SunGold Kiwifruit in
North America in 2015.
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“Kiwifruit has grown quite a bit in
the past 100 years—even more so in
the U.S. in the past few years, which
is being driven by our proprietary
variety, SunGold Kiwifruit,” says
Carol. “Zespri SunGold Kiwifruit is
a big factor driving growth in the
category. Consumers are really
enjoying this fantastic product—
offering huge nutritional benefits as
well as great tropical-sweet taste.
Within Zespri, we’ve put a lot of
focus on developing and promoting
our brand so that consumers across
the world recognize Zespri Kiwifruit
as delivering that premium taste and
quality.”
Carol tells me that, according to
IRI data, Golden Kiwifruit dollar
sales trend outpaced total fruit
sales by more than 116 points in the
52-week period ending August 12,
2018. A big part of that growth has
been Zespri’s attention to lifting
the profile of kiwifruit in places like
North America where kiwifruit has
room to continue to gain ground and
establish its place as a staple food.
Recently, Zespri has found
tremendous success in growing
the category through consumer
campaigns in the region—building its
brand awareness and bolstering the
category with its SunGold variety
along the way.
“It’s a big focus of ours to be closer
to our consumer. In America, for
example, we’ve had some great
success with last year’s A real snack,
for real life consumer campaign,
which was a national digital
campaign focused on growing our
brand awareness amongst busy
mothers,” Carol says. “The campaign
was predominantly based around
our SunGold Kiwifruit and included
things like in-store demonstrations,
point-of-sale materials, geo-targeted
digital coupons, and display
contests.”
Complemented by a real giveaways
for real life promotion offering prizes
like a ‘staycation’ at a luxury hotel,
a cleaning service, grocery delivery,
and a college starter fund, the
kiwifruit marketer seemed to strike
marketing gold, growing its brand
by leaps and bounds in the last year
alone.
“We were thrilled it got such a great
response, with our brand awareness
up 41 percent nationwide compared
to last year,” says Carol.

Beyond campaigns that expand the
eyes and cart sizes of consumers as
they relate to kiwifruit, Carol tells me
that Zespri is continually reinvesting
in research and innovation. The
company is working to develop
products that fit the needs and
desires of an ever-changing clientele
spanning more than 50 countries.
“In partnership with Plant & Food
Research, we invest approximately
20 million dollars a year in the
breeding program, which has been
running since the 1980s,” adds Carol.
“That makes it one of the largest new
cultivar breeding programs in the
world. Our focus at the moment is
on developing a new green and a
red cultivar, which are going through
pre-commercial trials, and we’ve
got a few other promising things
in development. Watch this space!
I think there’s a lot to be excited
about.”
Though SunGold has been and
continues to be a boon with
consumers, the variety also provided
Zespri’s growers with much-needed
relief during a devastating outbreak
of Psa—or Pseudomonas syringae
pv. actinidiae—a bacteria deadly
to kiwifruit vines that was first
discovered in 2010. By 2012, Carol
tells me, Psa had spread to 35
percent of all New Zealand kiwifruit
orchards. It was thanks, in large
part, to forward thinking breeding
programs like Zespri’s that Psaresistant varieties like SunGold were
developed—enabling the industry to
weather what could otherwise be a
devastating blight.
“Our industry was able to come
together and move quickly to develop
a response plan. The government
provided 25 million dollars in
funding, which was matched dollarfor-dollar by the industry, and a
new independent body—Kiwifruit
Vine Health—was set up to manage
research into the disease and our
industry’s biosecurity response,”
Carol says. “Within Zespri, we were in
a fortunate position in that we’d made
good progress with SunGold, which
was much more resistant to Psa than
its gold predecessor Hort16A. Based
on its promising results in trials, we
fast tracked its release, providing
2,000 hectares of SunGold to
growers. From those initial graftings,
it’s been incredible to watch the
increase in demand for it across the
globe, and it’s led our recovery. It’s a
good reminder about the importance
of continuing to innovate.”

Thanks to temperate weather
in New Zealand, the rich
volcanic soil and abundant
water and sunshine deliver
some of the sweetest kiwifruit
in the world
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And innovate Zespri does.
“For SunGold, it was a 10-year
process to bring that fruit to market,
which included regular
assessments of taste, fruit
yield, resistance to Psa,
storability throughout the
supply chain, and a range
of other factors. New
varieties are actually one
of thousands of potential
new products that make
it all the way through to
market,” explains Carol.
“Innovation sits at the
heart of Zespri and we’re
constantly considering
what’s next. That’s
true not only in the work we do to
explore new cultivars like SunGold
that provide different flavored and
colored fruit, but also in the work we
do to develop tools and techniques
to grow Zespri Kiwifruit profitably
and sustainably in light of threats
like Psa. It is a long process using
natural plant breeding and bringing
a new product to market requires
years’ worth of development and
exploration, which we undertake in
partnership with our colleagues at
Plant & Food Research.”

building brand awareness in North
America, Zespri appears to have all
the tools in place to provide the best
kiwifruit possible and to continue

says Carol. “I think you can expect
to see us continue to put consumers
and what drives them to purchase
our kiwifruit at the heart of our
strategy for the upcoming
year, and the years ahead.
We’ll be looking to ensure
we keep our brand top
of mind for consumers
through our Zespri
Global Supply strategy
of providing consumers
with Zespri Kiwifruit for
all 12 months of the year
including sourcing fruit
from our non-New Zealandbased growers in the
Northern Hemisphere. And
of course, hopefully making
progress on that red kiwifruit.”

ZESPRI IS COMMITTED
TO GROWING A BETTER,
HEALTHIER FUTURE,
AND SUSTAINABILITY IS
OUR PASSION.
to expand on those possibilities—
growing the category in new and
unprecedented ways.
“It’s a really exciting time for Zespri,”

With Zespri on the case, the next
innovation in the kiwifruit category
is always just around the corner.

On the opposite side of its business,
Zespri continues to work toward
producing the best possible returns
for its growers. It’s in the spirit of
cooperation that the company
continues to maintain and cultivate
grower ownership.
“Our work to date on this has
involved extensive industry
consultation and changes to our
constitution so that we can avoid
a situation where ownership
moves away from current growers
supplying Zespri,” Carol explained.
“We want to enable more growers
to become shareholders and create
strong alignment. As a result, this
year we had a targeted share
offer and buy-back program that
provided an opportunity for growers
to buy shares and for shareholders
who no longer produce kiwifruit
an option to sell shares. It was a
good step forward in strengthening
grower ownership and control of our
company.”
With a strong foundation in grower
ownership, a forward-thinking
research and development program,
and successful consumer campaigns
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A kiwifruit orchard operated by Zespri’s
grower-owners in New Zealand

OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at Stemilt
It’s Red® Apple Juice

CLOSE

by Jessica Donnel

I

t’s delicious. It’s one-of-a-kind.
It’s Red®. No, really—that’s the
name of the the latest product
innovation from the folks at
Stemilt Growers. It’s Red is a juice
made using Stemilt’s proprietary
RedWave™ red-fleshed apples, giving
this product an eye-popping color
and unique flavor that will have
consumers clamoring for casefuls.
But beyond that bright blush, It’s
Red also brings beauty to grocery
shelves with a bold packaging
design. The transparent 46 oz bottle
allows the natural loveliness of the
red apple juice to shine, while the
branding wrapped around has clear
messaging that speaks to highlights
like its mega-punch of vitamin C and
ingredient list of simply apples.
Stemilt’s merchandising experts
let us in on another secret weapon
that It’s Red has for retail produce
managers looking to build sales in
their departments—the product is
100 percent shelf-stable! Instead of
trying to squeeze It’s Red into the
already crowded juice section, it can
be displayed in the produce section
right next to the apples or crossmerchandised with other products—
It’s Red cocktails, anyone?
It’s Red 46 oz juice bottles sparkle
both on the shelf and off. Along with
the deep ruby color, RedWave apples
also give this product its compelling
and unique flavor that will have
consumers reaching for It’s Red every
time they catch its signature glint in
the produce department.
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Defining
Southern
Excellence:
A N S E P C S TO RY
by Kayla Webb

here is no place
quite like the
South. As a beacon
of hospitality, the region is home to an
ever-growing congregation of people—
one in which those who were once
strangers are now friends, and friends
are now family. If this sounds familiar, it
is probably because the produce industry
is a similar congregation, warm with
welcomeness and ripe with relationships.
For the last 20 years and counting, the
Southeast Produce Council (SEPC) has
married the best of both of these worlds
and made produce personal along the
way.

Despite being young in produce years,
SEPC has already established itself as
a premier produce resource, offering a
berth of opportunities that have created
pivotal platforms on which many have
built professional produce relationships
based on trust, integrity, and passion.
To call SEPC an industry pillar almost
seems insufficient—but in the right light,
pillars cast shade, and in the shade of
SEPC is two decades worth of meetings
of the minds of those laying the
groundwork for the future of produce.
“Since the very beginning of our
existence, SEPC has remained true to
our vision: to be the premier produce
resource in the Southeast. In fact, we
stand more firmly committed to being a

“

→ Highlights from SEPC’s Southern
Innovations 2018

Since the very beginning
of our existence, SEPC has
remained true to our vision:
to be the premier produce
resource in the Southeast.

valued resource not only to our members
within the Southeast, but also to our
members around the world,” David
Sherrod, SEPC’s President and CEO,
shared with me.
It was this same vision that first led the
six founders to form a southeasternbased produce organization at the turn

“

—David Sherrod, President and CEO, SEPC

of the century. Embodying that worldrenowned southern hospitality, founding
father Terry Vorhees pushed to create a
more intimate setting that would foster
relationships within the industry. This
led to the organization’s first meeting
at Georgia’s Atlanta Farmers Market
in August of 1999. From there, SEPC
grew, with the council hosting more
than 100 industry professionals in
Charlotte, North Carolina, at its next
meeting. After that, the organization
the industry knows as SEPC emerged
and has since expanded to include over
2,500 members and counting.
“At the time of the formation of SEPC,
I was working with Apio, Inc. as the
Southeast Regional Business Manager. I
heard about the council through Andy
Garrett and thought it would be a great
opportunity to interact with buyers
from the Southeast,” David explained,
referring to his own journey toward
manning the helm of what has become
the pinnacle of Southern produce
excellence.
This year, the council celebrates its
20th anniversary, a milestone achieved
thanks to a strong understanding of
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→ (Left) Southern Roots Reception and Dinner, (top) Southern Innovations 2018

“

Today, the council’s dedication to its
vision, mission, values, and goals, and
to instilling professionalism and loyalty
within the industry, has transformed
into a roadmap of accomplishments
that has set a precedent for the possible
avenues trade shows can occupy for the
industry.
“One of our greatest accomplishments,
if not the greatest, is how we have
reinvented the produce trade show and
made it a more personal experience,
setting the stage for our recognition
within the industry,” noted David.
“Yet another big accomplishment is
the creation of industry-renowned
networking and educational programs,
including STARS (Southeast Top

Agricultural Recruits Scholarship),
STEP-UPP (Southeast Training
Education Program for Upcoming
Produce Professionals), and Southern
Roots—our leadership program for
women in produce.”
Because it seems like SEPC always has
a trick up its sleeve when it comes to
planning trade shows, I asked David

if he could reveal what
is in the works for the
council’s upcoming events,
particularly in honor of its
20th anniversary.

“

its values—integrity, morals, passion,
accountability, charitability, teamwork—
and goals: promoting fresh fruit and
vegetables in Florida, Georgia, Alabama,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Tennessee, North
Carolina, South Carolina, Kentucky,
and Virginia through good fellowship,
cooperation, and mutual interest.

One of our greatest
accomplishments,
if not the greatest,
is how we have
reinvented the
produce trade show
and made it a more
personal experience...

“We are planning a
year-long celebration of
this exciting milestone,”
David divulged. “During
Southern Exposure, which
will be held March 7-9,
2019, we are reinventing
the exposition into more
of a community-centric
experience. SEPC has
grown from the ground up,
and our desire is to show an evolution
of how all of the pieces fit and work
together within the council itself as well
as within our industry as a whole.”

In addition to Southern Exposure
highlighting SEPC’s 20th anniversary,
the underlying theme of the
conference will include driving home
the importance of produce’s health
benefits as a means to promote healthy
consumption habits amongst consumers.
David noted that this theme carries
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through its educational sessions,
including the exclusive unveiling of
FMI’s Power of Produce 2019 report and
the keynote address by Dr. Travis Stork.
The show will also have Disney as its
backdrop, offering lots of opportunities
for SEPC family fun.
And, like many in produce, SEPC is
not one to shy away from expanding
its operations—or, in the case of the
council, its trade show offerings. Along
with Southern Exposure, SEPC also
puts on Southern Innovations Organics
& Foodservice Expo, held September
12-14, 2019, which David shared has
seen tremendous growth over the past
two years.
“We will be implementing some of
the same structure and guidelines we
have infused into Southern Exposure,
including cost structure, show floor
layout, and exhibitor booth size,”
David explained. “We’ll also enjoy the
southern charm and entertainment of
Opryland in Nashville, Tennessee, once
again, when we return this year.”
Whether it is the produce industry or
the greater Southeast community, at
the heart of SEPC is its willingness and
readiness to give back.

“The tremendous contributions by our
members to help those in need provide
a sense of fulfillment, which to them, is
a greater blessing than the donations
themselves,” David added.
With so many accomplishments already
achieved in the span of 20 years, I asked
David what is next for the council as
it continues to offer its guidance to the
produce industry for the next 20 years.
“The Southeast Produce Council is
so very grateful to our members for
their support and the success we’ve
gained in these past 20 years, and we
will continue to push the envelope of
innovation moving forward,” David
told me. “We will be coordinating with
our community partners and university
liaisons to create new programs to
promote better health and wellness
through fresh produce. Our goal is to
continue to bring more educational
programs to all of our members and
utilize more technology-driven vehicles
to deliver these programs. We are also
hoping to partner with other industry
trade associations to bridge the gap
between our growers and our shippers,
including the consumer level.”
While the landscape of our industry
changes a little more every day, it
is organizations like SEPC that are
keeping the landmarks familiar and
the industry as a whole a congregation
in which every stranger is a potential
friend and every industry member a
part of the greater produce family. And
for that, I think I am not the only one
wishing to extend a warm thanks to the
Southeast Produce Council.

March 7-9,

2019
2,500+
members

UPCOMING SHOW:
Southern Innovations
Organics & Foodservice Expo

Sept. 12-14, 2019
Nashville, Tennessee

20 years
& counting...

→ SEPC Past Presidents, 2015;
Board of Directors, 2000
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OFF THE SHELF

A Closer Look at The
Little Potato Company
Microwave Ready Kits

CLOSE

by Sarah Johnson

W

ith 2019 trends predicting
that produce could
upstage protein on plates
nationwide and bite-sized veggies
slated to take over the industry,
these easily accessible, microwaveready kits from The Little Potato
Company might allow the humble
tuber to take center stage.
Faster than a speeding spud, these
microwavable potatoes draw the
time-strapped consumer into the
produce aisle, promising to be done
before water can even reach a boil
on the stovetop. The company has
expanded the tasty line, which
now includes Tomato Basil, Garlic
Parsley, and Savory Herb—offering
a delectable dish to warm the
tummy and soul. At-home chefs
simply remove the seasoning packet,
microwave for five minutes, and let
sit for two. Finishing this delish dish
with a pat of butter or splash of oil
allows the potatoes to be evenly
enrobed as you sprinkle in the
seasoning and stir.
New vertical packaging is
streamlined for easier display and
results in smaller cases of product,
enabling retailers to easily store and
stock the product. Clear containers
now provide the potatoes the
opportunity to peek out at perusing
shoppers from the refrigerated
section. Additional paper products
were eliminated to make for a more
environmentally friendly product for
consumers and retailers alike.

®
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HIGHLINE MUSHROOMS
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By Melissa De Leon

efore “The Blend” was widely understood and
umami was recognized as a scientific term, a
doctor saw a burgeoning future for a fungus that
was only beginning to be tamed by produce purveyors.

“We were founded by Dr. Murray O’Neil, who was never
a full-time mushroom grower or able to devote 100
percent of his time to the business because he was also
a medical doctor,” Aaron Hamer, President and CEO
of Highline Mushrooms, tells me from Leamington,
Ontario. “But that didn’t slow down our growth. In fact,
it’s driven a lot of the important characteristics of our
culture; the backbone of our business is in his attention
to detail, his willingness to take risks, his fanatical
focus on innovation—this is all part of the fabric of our
business and will be part of our future.”
When the founding father of the mushroom giant got
into the business, this delightful toadstool of a food didn’t
grow in the summer. Just one of a slew of firsts that the
North American produce industry saw because of risks
Dr. O’Neil was willing to take, say Aaron and Director
of Sales and Marketing Jane Rhyno.
It’s almost an oversimplification to say that today is a
different matter. And as the category has evolved, so has
Highline Mushrooms. Some of the markers are a new
brand, an investment in Top Seal packaging, and even
Aaron himself.
“I have a pretty unique path to where I am now in the
produce world,” he advises me before sharing that he
began his career in banking, specifically dealing with
mergers, acquisitions, and investment banking. It was
a series of serendipitous events that led to Aaron being
appointed CFO of Highline in 2014, then CEO in 2017,
as the company went through a key transition of its own.

Aaron Hamer (left), President
and CEO, and Jane Rhyno (right),
Director of Sales and Marketing,
inspect high-quality Highline
mushrooms

“The business continued to grow both organically
and through acquisition, and in 2016 we became
part of Fyffes PLC, now our parent company. With
that transition, I noticed that this is a really exciting
category and there are lots of opportunities. Our
recent acquisitions, the specialization of harvest, the
rebranding, and the new innovations we’ve been
pursuing have all helped make us a staple in not just
mushrooms, but in the produce category as a whole,” he
says.
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Aaron Hamer and Jane Rhyno outside Highline
Mushrooms headquarters in Leamington, Ontario

“We never lost our drive to be the best;
we never lost our compassion for people
and being open with our customers...all
those things have remained the same,”
Jane agrees, bringing her own unique
perspective to Highline’s success, both
new and old. “I knew Highline from my
retail days and always really connected
with its family values, work ethic, and
the pursuit of being the best within the
industry. I would say all those things that
drew me here in 2010 have never been
lost. Though many things have changed
over the years, we still focus on doing
the right thing for our associates, the
business, and our customers.”
2018’s record of new products
and packaging from the
mushroom maker backs
Jane up, with a rebrand
to match the changes
the company has gone
through not just in
moving from familyowned to public, but also
in the decades since it was
founded.
“We’re not exactly the business we were
in 1961, 71, or 81, but certainly that
time was a big part of who we are today,”
Aaron shares, while Jane adds that the
team wanted the look and feel of the
rebrand to reflect who Highline is.
“We wanted something that showed not
just the care we put in every day and
the craft that’s involved, but also all our
innovations. So it was really fun to create
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something that would better connect
with the consumer and showed more
about, really, who we are,” she tells me.
Another key component, Aaron adds,
was the dual sides of the business
Highline works with.
“It was important that we show we are a
brand that speaks to both the consumer
and the retailer, so it works both as
a consumer-facing brand and as a
business-to-business brand; that we are
comfortable marketing to the consumer
and also with the right retail partners,
supporting their private label brand.
So we wanted something that fit well
with both those aspects of our

“Having the
ability to
attract the
best and the
brightest, who
can execute our
strategy, is what
I would say keeps
me up at night.”
AARON HAMER,
PRESIDENT AND CEO,
HIGHLINE MUSHROOMS

business, and I believe our team did just
that,” Aaron says.
Beyond a fresh look and revving up its
innovative roots, Highline’s team is
looking to the expansion of not only its
own company, but the entire mushroom
industry.
“We began moving out West about three
years ago and have continued to expand
out there,” Jane explains. “It has been
the biggest thing in our business; it’s
about changing the industry out there
and bringing it to the next level.”
Though obviously not all secrets can
be revealed, Aaron graciously clarifies
this expansion means new frontiers for
modern mushroom growing.
“We have this huge opportunity to bring
fresh mushrooms and innovative new
packaging. With a story that resonates
with the consumer and different

Highline Mushrooms believes
strongly in Top Seal as
the category’s packaging
medium of the future

constituents, we think we’re well positioned
to be able to do that,” he tells me.
In addition to new horizons, both
geographically and seasonally,
mushrooms have climbed their way
to the top of flavor trends, along with
another buzzword: organic. Years before
the power of these two words could
have been known separately, let alone
together, Highline Mushrooms
looked to mitigate pesticides.
Since then, Aaron says it
has become one of the
largest organic mushroom
growers in the world.
“We were one of the
first—and still really one
of the only—to grow without
pesticides, and we quickly made
a decision as a business to really focus
on organics,” Aaron says. “At this point,
I think that there’s a huge opportunity
to increase the penetration of organic
mushrooms. As an industry there’s
been such growth in organics in other
categories and really, if you think about it,
mushrooms make a perfect produce item
to offer organically. Combined with our
story, that really reaches consumers.”
Listening to that story for myself, it’s not
a stretch to say that with Highline’s roots,
laid by a man of medicine and well-being,
it’s no surprise the company would tend
to the well-being of the environment.
Aaron and Jane take my observation one
step further.

“We strongly believe we are providing the
consumer with something unique and
different, and we are also hyper-focused
on doing right by our customer and our
employee bases. Our corporate culture
is something we take incredibly seriously,
as well as our responsibility to be great
stewards for the environment we live and
operate in. It’s something we are all very
proud of; that we are able to do well
while also doing good,” he shares.

“We never
lost our
drive to be
the best; we
never lost our
compassion for
people and being
open with our
customers...”
JANE RHYNO,
DIRECTOR OF
SALES & MARKETING,
HIGHLINE MUSHROOMS
“I agree; this is such a key to who we are.
We can show our innovations through
our output, but a prevalent aspect of
what we do every day, as Aaron said,
is taking care of everyone we serve,
including our team,” Jane adds.

This echoes, too, in what Aaron says
is his constant concern: people, people,
people.
“Having the ability to attract the best
and the brightest, who can execute
our strategy, is what I would say keeps
me up at night. Mushrooms are a very
difficult commodity to grow—having
the best people on the growing side and
on the sales and marketing sides, and
then having all the great associates we
need in order to harvest, is crucial,” he
shares. “We are still hand-harvesting
100 percent of the mushrooms we pick,
and to continue to grow, we need a lot
of good people around the rural areas
to be interested and willing to enter
agriculture—this isn’t a challenge we
face alone; it’s a challenge for the entire
industry in North America, I think even
the whole world. So that’s something I’m
constantly focusing on for both ourselves
and for our industry.”
For Jane, it’s all the innovations the
Highline team has yet to conquer.
“There are so many great things to do,
and trying to figure out how to get them
all done is mine. We have this great
vision, so how to execute and accomplish
all we can is a constant thing on my
mind as we move from one day to the
next,” she shares.
But, if the past is anything to go off of, it
looks as though Highline Mushrooms
might have this one in the bag. And that
view is one Aaron says will constantly be
more parallel to, rather than in the rear
of, the company’s ongoing success.
“I don’t think we can tell Highline’s
story without also including the history.
The beginning is very much still a part
of who we are and what we do,” he
concludes. “Where we’ve been and
where we are going as a business helped
us realize we have to take calculated
risks. That’s one of the principles by
which we are building this business; as
we lead the way, not everything we do
is going to catch on with the consumer
and/or retailer, and that’s okay. That
willingness to take chances and fail is
what allows us to be innovative and
unique.”
So, as Dr. O’Neil himself might have
said, Highline Mushrooms is in.
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WTF

Mission Produce
DO I DO WITH						
Avocados

?

{ what the fork }

AV OC A DO G R I L L E D C H E E S E
INGREDIENTS
1 ripe Mission avocado, thickly sliced
¾ cup panko
1 cup flour
1 egg beaten
2 tsp salt, divided
1 tsp pepper, divided
2 tsp cumin, divided
2 tsp chili powder, divided
1 chipotle pepper (from a can of chipotle
peppers in adobo sauce), chopped
1 tsp lemon juice
4 oz Monterey Jack, thinly sliced
2 oz mozzarella, thinly sliced
4 slices thick white bread
2 tbsp butter, room temperature
5 tbsp mayonnaise
Vegetable oil for frying
Prep Time: 10 min
Cook Time: 20 min
Servings: 2 sandwiches

DIRECTIONS

1
2

3
4

In a small bowl, mix the panko, 1 tsp salt, ½ tsp pepper, 1 tsp cumin, and 1
tsp chili powder. Add the beaten egg to a separate bowl. In a third bowl, mix
the flour, 1 tsp salt, ½ tsp pepper, 1 tsp cumin, and 1 tsp chili powder.
Heat 1" of oil in a frying pan set over medium-high heat. Coat the avocado
slices in flour mixture, then dip into beaten egg. Gently press the egg covered
avocado slices into the panko mixture until completely coated on all sides.
Gently place the avocado slices into the hot oil. Fry both sides of the avocado
slices until golden brown. Set fried avocado slices on a plate lined with paper
towels.
In a small bowl, mix 3 tbsp mayonnaise with the chipotle pepper and lemon
juice, then set aside. In another small bowl, mix 2 tbsp mayonnaise and butter
together. Spread this mixture onto one side of each of the bread slices.
Heat a large frying pan over medium-high heat. Place two slices of bread
(butter side down) in the pan. Spoon roughly 1 tbsp of the chipotle sauce
onto the bread slices. Divide the Monterey Jack cheese between the two
sandwiches. Top with fried avocado slices, then mozzarella cheese and the
remaining chipotle sauce. Cover each sandwich with another slice of bread
(butter side up). Cook until cheese is melted and bread is golden brown on
each side.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes
visit www.worldsfinestavocados.com
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MY FAVORITE THINGS

JOEY SCHNEIDER
Senior Manager, Inside Sales and Customer Operations, IFCO
Joey Schneider knows her stuff when it comes to reusable packaging
solutions. It’s her job to ensure customers’ supply chain solutions are
as efficient as possible. But outside the trappings of the office, how
does Joey unwind? Let’s look at a few of the items and activities she
can’t get enough of...

1

4
7“

2

…Chili simmering on the stove,
popcorn in front of a fire.

“

My friends say it’s like
going to church!

6

In those wide open spaces,
everything worthwhile about
me was born.

Good books will take your
mind anywhere and keep
you company all your life.

”

5“
8

A Snowy Day

”

2

4 Family Farm in Iowa
7

”

3
Nothing feels better than my
sister’s handmade quilts—
literally wrapped in love.

...a perfect blending of my love
of the land and Hollywood.

You never know what’s around
the next corner.

1

Unconditional love, acceptance,
and the purest expression of joy.

The Public Library

5
8

9

Four breathtaking seasons, each
with its own gift, and the most
delicious fruits and vegetables.

The Ohio State
Marching Band

3

Malabar Farm
Road Trips

6
9

Our Golden Retrievers
Quilts

The Midwest
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WISH FARMS

Gary Wishnatzki, third generation family owner of
Wish Farms, with grandsons Joey and Will Peterson

A

Labor

of

LOVE
by Andrea Allen

ary Wishnatzki’s story
begins in the midst of
1974’s nationwide trucking
strike. As road closures
continued and supplies
piled up, Gary, along with
his father Joe and Uncle
Lester, knew that something needed to
be done. The three men alerted the local
media to spread the word: They would
be selling strawberries to the public off
the dock.
People responded immediately, forming
into what Gary recalls as a “circus
atmosphere.” One woman walked
around the line and came up to Gary as
he passed strawberries into the crowd
below. She asked him, “Sonny, could
you tell me where Frantic Farmers is?”
Puzzled, Gary replied, “I haven’t heard
of them.” Not to be deterred, the woman
pointed to a newspaper in her hand,
which bore the headline: Frantic Farmers
Selling Strawberries For $3 a Box.
“That would be us,” Gary told her.
It would also be his first week in the
produce business.

For the owners of Wish Farms,
tracing the roots of the company’s
responsiveness and integrity goes all
the way back to the early 1920s, when
Gary’s grandfather, Harris Wishnatzki,
partnered with Daniel Nathel and
began selling fruits and vegetables that
were bought on the New York auction
market. The two sometimes purchased
more than their pushcarts could handle,
prompting them to start up a wholesale
business. As business continued to boom,
Harris decided to visit Florida to see
where his strawberries were coming
from. Stepping onto sunny Florida
ground after a blustery winter up north,
he immediately loved the area; by
1930, he’d set up buying and shipping
operations in the state.
Talking to Gary, it’s easy to see that
his quick-thinking and ingenuity have
served him well these past 44 years. The
stories he tells me connect directly to
the company’s core values of quality,
integrity, and responsiveness.
“We do the right thing even when
people aren’t looking,” Gary explains
to me. “The responsiveness, that’s really
important to me, because in our business
THESNACK.NET / 47

“

IF IT’S NOT SOMETHING THAT I WOULD
WANT TO TAKE HOME MYSELF, WE DON’T
GROW IT. I DON’T WANT OUR FARM OR OUR
GROWER PARTNERS GROWING VARIETIES
THAT I WOULDN’T BE PROUD TO EAT.

”

-Gary Wishnatzki, Owner, Wish Farms
you’ve got fruits and vegetables that
need to be moved right away. With such
highly perishable items, you’ve got to be
on your toes and be able to respond. I
live that every day.”
To become a year-round berry supplier,
and a company that’s withstood the
test of 97 years, Wish Farms went
through several cycles of change, or
rebirth, as Gary, along with his son
Nick, Marketing Projects Manager, and
Director of Marketing Amber Maloney,
share with me.
“When I first started, there was a bit
of regrowth. My dad and my uncle
were getting up in years when I started
working for them, and in me they
saw some youth coming back into the
business. At my encouragement, they
started investing some money. We
bought a new facility so we could use
forklifts and not have to load everything

by hand,” Gary says, before telling me
that this investment in modernization
brought a resurgence in the company.

‘Wishnatzki.’ So I said to myself, ‘There’s
an opportunity here,’ and in 2010, we
launched the new brand.”

After dividing the business in the 1990s,
Gary stuck with the Florida shipping
operation while the two Nathel brothers
kept the New York wholesale business.
This prompted another rebirth, as Wish
Farms began doing more of its own
berry growing and processing. This was
followed by developing a traceability
system that bloomed in the mid-2000s.

With the launch came a major surge, as
growers took a shine to Wish Farms’ new
icon: Misty, the Garden Pixie.

But things truly began to heat up for
the berry provider when it rebranded in
2009.
“We were known as Wishnatzki Farms
after we split the business, and we
weren’t recognized at all by consumers,”
Gary says. “During a brand survey
of 400, only one could name us
unaided—and that person misspelled

Brothers Joe and Lester Wishnatzki throughout the years
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“Gary is very innovative and marketingminded,” Amber tells me, noting that not
everyone was immediately on board with
Wish Farms’ new look. “Some of our
growers were wondering, ‘Oh, what’s he
thinking now?’ but we’ve recently had
growers tell us that they wear the pixie
proudly. Our growers and employees are
proud of the brand that we’re creating
and they’re excited about the direction
the company is headed. And a lot of that
is due to Gary’s forward-thinking.”
Nick is quick to second her, explaining
that his father’s old-school business
knowledge, coupled with his ability to

see what the business needs to keep
innovating, has transformed Wish Farms.
“He sent some people kicking and
screaming into the future,” Nick says
with a laugh.
Like his father, Nick doesn’t compromise
on quality. As our conversation steers
toward the addition of raspberries and
blackberries to the company’s product
mix, both men pause to tell me their rule
of thumb regarding the varieties.
“If it’s not something that I would want
to take home myself, we don’t grow
it. I don’t want our farm or our grower
partners growing varieties that I
wouldn’t be proud to eat,” Gary says.
In order to provide a year-round supply
of its caneberries, Wish Farms bought
a farm in Santa Maria, California,
on which it produces blackberries
and raspberries. The company also
imports berries from Mexico, and
recently invested with a grower in
North Carolina to build a cooler for
blackberries. With East Coast, West
Coast, and Mexico, Wish Farms has
enough production to have year-round
supplies.
“We provide all of these berries in both
conventional and organic options,” Gary
explains. “Our organic strawberry
program is the strongest, but we have
supplies in all of other berries as well.
We’re working to offer year-round
organics across all varieties. We started
an organic blueberry farm—20 acres—
here in Florida several years ago.”

Family photo from left to right: Joey Peterson, James Peterson,
Elizabeth Peterson, Will Peterson, Gary Wishnatzki, Therese
Wishnatzki, Nick Wishnatzki, and Stephen Cramer

Leading the charge in organics in the
early 2000s, Wish Farms moved out of
the greenhouse and into the open field.
“We were one of the first, and now
we’re up to a couple hundred acres
of organics. We’re one of the largest
organic strawberry growers in the state
of Florida,” Gary shares.
And Wish Farms only continues to push
the envelope, looking across the berry
fields and toward a horizon bright with
promise. The latest development in the
company is its new headquarters, due
for completion at the end of 2020’s first
quarter.

“I truly believe we are going to be
the best business in Florida to work
for,” Gary begins excitedly. The new
headquarters is a passion project of
his, and it’s obvious from the moment
he begins speaking of it. “We’re going
to have a large warehouse, a four-acre
organic blueberry farm, 18,000 square
feet of solar, and a treehouse meeting
room.”
A treehouse fit for Misty, no doubt.
Gary leaves me with a final thought,
one that neatly sums up Wish Farms’
ingenuity: If you aren’t innovating,
you’re not growing. And if you’re not
growing, you’re dying.
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February mvp sales pick

Dominic

Carnazzo
Red, Yellow, White & Organic Potato Program Manager

Wada Farms Marketing Group, LLC
A conversation with Jordan Okumura

Words of Wisdom for
the Next Generation
in Sales...
Work hard, establish your
individuality, do NOT
compromise happiness for
the money, always be your
best self, and try to stay
positive…even in the most
trying of situations. Never
settle for mediocrity. Be
innovative and forwardthinking—think outside
the box and always have an
attitude of gratitude!

Where the passion lies…
The fact that we have
the opportunity to give
people healthy options
to eat fresh produce and
have a multitude of great
companies doing it! I’m
inspired and motivated
because I can perform in
a sometimes difficult job
while remaining positive
and successful. I also get
to network and build
relationships with some
of the most fantastic and
dynamic people around.
Heck, I even have family
that work in the same
industry; how lucky is that?

Not just a produce guy…
#1: Fly Fishing – I’ve always
been on a mission to fish,
wherever it takes me. My dad
instilled that in me and I’m
forever grateful. It gives me
peace. As I wrote once, “I’m a
free spirit upon the water, it’s
an ethos to guide me home…
in reverent pursuit of life…I
leave no stone unturned.”
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Inspirations & motivations...
Inspiration comes from happiness and gratitude—knowing
that I can educate people about the benefits of fresh produce
as part of a daily culture, and helping people understand all
of the positives that come from it and the healthy options.
Motivation comes from knowing I have a great job in a great
business and with a great company. Hard work, dedication,
knowledge, and experience have given me an opportunity to
share all of that with others in the industry, as well as getting
to help a company grow and innovate.
Outside of produce: God, family, friends, and the outdoors.
We live on a beautiful planet, and I’m motivated to get
out and enjoy as much time as I can while I’m still upright
with my family and friends! I’m inspired by innovators and
entrepreneurs navigating their way through new business
ventures! I have an entrepreneurial spirit, so I’m always
chasing around my ideas, looking for a spot to launch.

How does your
hometown of Salinas,
California, hold a
special place in
your heart?
The Monterey Peninsula
and the Salinas Valley of
California are where I have
deep roots: Family, friends,
colleagues, and a great
place to reunite.

#2 Writing – I like to write
poetry and short stories.
#3 Entrepreneurship –
I have an entrepreneurial
spirit and I am looking to
launch some of my ideas as
new business ventures. Call it
a “side hustle.”
#4 Music – I’ve been
learning to play guitar for a
few years and love it!!

Where are your
favorite places to
visit there?
Monterey, Carmel, and
Big Sur. Monterey is where
I was raised and where
my family still is. Carmel
is where we used to hang
out as kids and play at the
beaches. I love the town: its
history, beauty, and charm.
Big Sur is where we’ve held
a family reunion for 50plus years!

#5 Skiing – I’ve been
skiing since I was eight years
old and it is my favorite
winter activity.
#6 Emergency Medicine –
I was a volunteer firefighter
for five-plus years and it was
one of the most rewarding
experiences of my life. I still
love helping people when I
can and especially in their
greatest time of need.

Mentors
Produce-related: Chuck
Zeutenhorst
One of my first “real”
produce connections. He has
always treated me with the
utmost respect and we have
a long-standing friendship
of 20-plus years. He is a
consummate professional
with a great sense of humor
and a great family man.
Shane Zeutenhorst, Chuck’s
nephew, as a matter of fact,
was another early “real”
produce connection I met
when I was a buyer (I have
been a buyer at Markon
and PRO*ACT during my
produce tenure), who helped
me navigate through some
of the beginning stages of
buying and selling. He’s
an apple expert, a strong
professional, and a very
good friend to this day.
Non-Produce-Related: My
grandfather, William Anthony
Carnazzo, aka Bill
He was a physician on the
Monterey Peninsula for
55 years and was one of
the first Italian-speaking
doctors to reside there. With
the fishing and canning
industries booming and most
of the operators Italian, he
fit right in! He was one of
the most genuine, loving,
professional, and friendly
men you would ever meet.
He was a war veteran, a
professional-level golfer, and
a wonderful doctor. He was
like a second father to me
and taught me many core
and valuable life lessons.
I also learned how to play
golf from him—some who
knew him, who I’ve played
golf with, say I have the
same natural swing.

What are some of the
core values that
drive you?
Honesty, integrity, reliability,
dedication, passion,
confidence, happiness,
fairness, and joy.
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VIVA FRESH
PRODUCE EXPO

back in
the saddle
by Jessica Donnel

2019

ain’t the first
rodeo for the
organizers
behind the annual Viva Fresh Expo.
Now in its fifth year of hosting the
event, the Texas International Produce
Association (TIPA) has hit its stride and
is ready to put on a show the produce
industry won’t be able to ignore. Since
its inception, TIPA’s dark horse expo
has been steadfast in its commitment to
highlight produce out of the Tex-Mex
corridor. And as we gear up for the
kickoff of this year’s show on April 25th

at the JW Marriott Resort and Spa in
San Antonio, Texas, rest assured that the
folks at TIPA are champing at the bit to
do it all over again.
“It’s been great knowing
that our show is filling
a need, connecting the
supplier community
from our fast-growing
region with buyers all
over North America,”
reflects Dante Galeazzi, TIPA’s
President and CEO. “Our group has

received very complimentary feedback
from our first four years. The growth
we’ve had in such a short amount of
time has been incredible. Last year, we
had over 330 retail and foodservice
buyers attend. That was a 110 percent
increase since the expo began in 2015.”
Viva Fresh’s success is proving there was
a niche in produce that needed to be
filled. Texas growers are responsible
for producing more than 60 specialty
crops across the state and rake in
nearly $90 million a year. More than

“

The Viva Fresh
Produce Expo is a
unique event that
gives us access
to many regional
suppliers in the
southwest and
Mexico.

“

—Rich Dachman, VP of Produce, Sysco

→

Evening event at the
Viva Fresh Expo 2018

VIVA FRESH

5

TH

YEAR

HOSTING
2018 STATS

330+

RETAIL & FOODSERVICE

ATTENDEES

110

%
increase
since 2015

$6 billion worth of fruits and vegetables
were transported through the Tex-Mex
corridor. Add those figures to the latest
projections that Texas will account for
over 50 percent of all U.S. produce
imports from Mexico by 2025, and
there’s little denying the staying power of
the region’s importance.
“The Viva Fresh Produce
Expo is a unique event
that gives us access
to many regional
suppliers in the
Southwest and Mexico,”
Rich Dachman, Vice
President of Produce for Sysco
explains when I ask why his buying team
keeps coming back year after year. “We
are provided with opportunities to forge
new relationships and strengthen our
existing networks with many of our
national suppliers—both of which help
us to provide our customers with highquality produce. Overall, we get great
value from the show and look forward to
it every year.”
It’s not just big stats and bigger dollars
that this effortlessly Texan expo will be
highlighting, though. With the rise of

first-of-their-kind produce innovations
coming out of the Lone Star State,
including the Rio Star red grapefruit and
Texas 1015 sweet onions, organizers saw
room to celebrate the visionary thinkers
in the business. In 2018, organizers
introduced a “Gateway to Innovations”
award program to recognize excellence
in innovation among every aspect
of production from machinery and
technology to food safety, merchandising,
and new product development. And with
that same eye on what’s new and next for
Tex-Mex produce, Viva Fresh will once
again host a strong education program
focused on a wide range of the industry’s
most pressing topics and designed to
ready the region to take the year by the
horns.
“Our educational committee is hard at
work making sure the content is not
only relevant, but offers tangible and
practical takeaways as well,” Dante notes.
“The educational content continues to
be a key focus, and we’re spending a
tremendous amount of time vetting and
pre-qualifying our speakers. Our steering
committee is constantly working and
adjusting the different elements of the
expo to ensure we provide an intimate,
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60+
%

by 2025,
texas will
account for

50

specialty crops

Maybe what diehard fans of Viva Fresh
love the most, though, is that these
Texans really walk the talk. From the
organizers’ choice to exhibit a majority
of companies that are actually based in
Texas and Mexico to their celebration
of empowering consumers to eat more
fruits and vegetables through an annual
Healthy Living Award, there’s a strand
of authenticity that runs throughout the
event. The show floor is also limited to
168 booths—an effort to maintain that
real, intimate feel and to provide more
manageable access to regional suppliers
and growers who are often not able to
exhibit at larger industry shows.

customers and vendors, while equally
learning and having fun doing it! This is
an expo that I won’t miss.”

“2018 was the first year
I attended Viva Fresh.
I was floored by the
unique experience
this show brings
retailers and suppliers,”
shares Caitlin Tierney,
Director of Produce for
99 Cents Only Stores. “From local
sourcing to growers from Mexico to
national suppliers, this show really
allowed me to branch out and expand
my vendor pool. Viva Fresh is a show
that allows you to have quality time with

Tommy Wilkins, an
organizer of Viva
Fresh as well as the
Director of Sales
for Grow Farms
Texas, sums it up for
me when I ask him to give
me his main points on why Viva Fresh
is a must-attend show: networking with
new and old contacts, learning about the
industry and region’s most important
topics, seeing exciting changes and
innovations, and of course, enjoying
great food and experiencing new flavors.

of u.s.
produce
imports
from mexico
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“

—Caitlin Tierney, Director of
Produce, 99 Cents Only Stores

across the state

$90mil
earned a year

168

booths
april 25–27

“We are very excited that the 2019 Viva
Fresh will once again be a premier
regional show, focused on the TexasMexico corridor,” he explains. “With the
JW Marriott in late April as the setting,
along with the finest growers from our
region and enthusiastic retail support,
Viva Fresh will provide a show we all are
proud of.”
We’re now in the home stretch on the
way to Viva Fresh 2019, coming up April
25th through 27th. If I were you, I’d
make sure you were there to watch this
dark horse cross the finish line.

Attendees connecting at
the Viva Fresh Expo 2018

→

“

I was floored by
the unique experience
this show brings
retailers and suppliers.
From local sourcing to
growers from Mexico to
national suppliers, this
show really allowed
me to branch out and
expand my vendor pool.

VIVA FRESH 2019

san antonio, tx

regionally-focused conference that
highlights the widely diverse yet healthy
fresh produce items traveling through
the Tex-Mex corridor.”

TASTEFULLY INSPIRED

Libations

FOR ALL OCCASIONS:

MEZCAL RING OF FIRE
by Andrea Allen

F

ebruary shouldn’t have you or
your shoppers curled up under
a blanket, bemoaning the
chill of a winter day. Instead,
you should be getting them ready to
make a drink that burns, burns, burns
the wintertime blues away.
As you may have already guessed,
this drink is not for the faint of heart.
For those of us looking for something
a little spicy, a little challenging, and
more than a little daring, the Ring of
Fire is here to awaken our minds and
ensnare the senses. So, buckle up
that inner mixologist, and prepare to
have your socks knocked off.
Imbibing this cocktail will take your
tastebuds on a rollercoaster of flavor.
Smoky, sweet, tangy, and just the
right amount of spicy, the Ring of Fire
knows just how to keep you coming
back for more. The spice of the Thai
Bird’s eye chilies interwoven with the
sweet tartness of the pineapple and
lime makes for a sip that is sure to
be remembered. Combine that with
the smokiness of the Mezcal and the
additional heat of the Togarashi spice
mix, and you’ve got a drink that will
leave everyone speechless.
Not only is the Ring of Fire delicious,
it’s a delight on the eyes: that
millennial pink color has ‘snap it for
the ’Gram’ written all over it.

INGREDIENTS
1 oz Mezcal
0.5 oz aged Cachaça and Aperol
1 lime
2 Thai Bird’s eye chilies
1 fresh ginger
1 cup sugar
1 cup water
Pineapple slices (for garnish)
Togarashi Mix (for garnish)
Servings: 2 cocktails
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DIRECTIONS
1 Measure 1 cup of water and 1 cup of sugar in a saucepan over medium heat. Let

the sugar dissolve completely. Add rings of Thai Bird’s eyes chilies and ginger and
let simmer for 5-10 min. Set aside to cool.

2 Pour Mezcal, aged Cachaça, and Aperol over ice into a cocktail shaker.
3 Add the juice of half a lime, 2 oz of the simple syrup, and shake for 10 seconds.
4 Pour into two glasses and garnish with sticks of pineapple and a sprinkling of
Togarashi mix.

A T RU E R EGION A L EXPO W ITH
A N I NTERN A T ION A L FLAIR
Celebrate the rapidly growing Tex-Mex corridor.

50

all Mexican
% ofproduce
imports

come through Texas

"One of the most promising and
important regions for fresh produce."
~Tony Fisher, Director of Sourcing, Walmart.

APRI L 2 5-27, 2019
S A N ANTONIO, T EXAS

R E GIS T E R N O W A T V I V AF RES H EX P O . C O M

ASPARAGUS
SNAPSHOT

Asparagus continues to blaze a trail out of spring and
into year-round demand, but this is still the season it
shines brightest. From everyday eating to an Easter
favorite, the following explores what the numbers
have to say about this stalky vegetable...

TOTAL
Dollar Sales:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds Sales:
Pounds vs YA:

CONVENTIONAL
Dollar Sales:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds Sales:
Pounds vs YA:

$814.6 MIL
+$22.5 MIL (+2.8%)
281.8 MIL LBS
+28.2 MIL LBS (+11.1%)

FIXED WEIGHT
Dollar Sales:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds Sales:
Pounds vs YA:
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$74.8 MIL
+$14.6 MIL (+24.3%)
20.6 MIL LBS
+4.7 MIL LBS (+29.9%)

$835.3 MIL
+$32.7 MIL (+4.1%)
287.5 MIL LBS
+31.9 MIL LBS (+12.5%)

ORGANIC
Dollar Sales:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds Sales:
Pounds vs YA:

$20.7 MIL
+$10.2 MIL (+97.9%)
5.7 MIL LBS
+3.8 MIL LBS (+192.4%)

RANDOM WEIGHT
Dollar Sales:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds Sales:
Pounds vs YA:

$760.4 MIL
+$18.1 MIL (+2.4%)
267 MIL LBS
+27.2 MIL LBS (+11.3%)

GREEN
Dollar Sales:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds Sales:
Pounds vs YA:

$818.1 MIL
+$31.4 MIL (+4.0%)
283.9 MIL LBS
+32.1 MIL LBS (+12.7%)

WHITE
Dollar Sales:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds Sales:
Pounds vs YA:

$2.4 MIL
-0.2 MIL (-6.9%)
0.6 MIL LBS
-0.02 MIL LBS (-3.6%)

PURPLE
Dollar Sales:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds Sales:
Pounds vs YA:

$0.9 MIL
-$0.2 MIL (-21.3%)
0.2 MIL LBS
-0.05 MIL LBS (-24.1%)

TIPS
Dollar Sales:
Dollars vs YA:
Pounds Sales:
Pounds vs YA:

$13.5 MIL
+$1.6 MIL (+13.0%)
2.8 MIL LBS
-0.1 MIL LBS (- 5.0%)

SOURCE: IRI Multi-Outlet 52 weeks ending Nov 4, 2018 vs YA
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WTF

Josie’s Organics

DO I DO WITH						
?
Cauliflower and Leeks
{ what the fork }

C AU L I F L OW E R D R O P B I S C U I T S W I T H C H E D DA R , B ACO N , A N D L E E K S
INGREDIENTS
1 head of Josie’s Organics cauliflower
or 9 oz bag Josie’s Cauliflower Florets
1 Josie’s Organics leek, cleaned very well
and finely chopped (greens only)

DIRECTIONS

1
2

Wash the whole cauliflower thoroughly, including leaves and core. Break
florets into 1" pieces. Chop stems and leaves into 1" pieces. You may also use a
package of Josie’s ready-to-use 9 oz Cauliflower Florets.

3

Place florets, core, and leaves in a medium to large pot and add water or
broth. Bring to a low boil on medium-high heat. Cover and cook 20-25
minutes until the largest pieces are tender. Drain in a colander and let cool
10-15 minutes or until room temperature.

5 pieces of thick-cut bacon
2 cups water or vegetable broth
2 cups all-purpose flour
1 tsp baking powder
½ tsp baking soda
1½ tsp kosher salt
2 cups of sharp Cheddar cheese, grated
1 stick cold, unsalted butter
1 cup buttermilk, well shaken (plus a bit
more if needed)
Prep Time: 30 min
Cook Time: 50-65 min
Servings: 24 biscuits

Preheat oven to 400° F. Line a couple rimmed baking sheets with parchment
paper.

4
5

6

Using paper towels, press down hard on cauliflower to drain and wick away
as much moisture from the cauliflower as possible. Set aside.
Add flour, baking powder, baking soda, salt, and Cheddar cheese to a large
mixing bowl and combine well with a fork. Using a box grater, grate the cold
stick of butter into bowl. Work butter into dry ingredients until pea-sized
crumbles form. Add cauliflower and slowly pour in buttermilk. Mix gently
with hands to bring the dough together—it should be a little tacky to the
touch. Add chopped leeks and bacon, and gently fold in until incorporated.
Using an ice cream scoop, drop the biscuits about an inch apart onto the
baking sheets. Bake 20-25 minutes or until biscuits are golden brown and
crispy on the edges, turning baking sheet halfway through to ensure even
baking. Remove from oven and transfer to a wire rack to cool slightly before
serving.
For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.josiesorganics.com
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TASTEFULLY INSPIRED

Love is herbal; love is botanical! This
season of love, we’re touting a potion of
sorts that’s teeming with all kinds of
plant extracts as the surefire ticket to
ooey-gooey romance...
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TASTEFULLY INSPIRED

botanical

HERBS

S

ure, many have come to
expect a bouquet of flowers
come February 14th, but
this year, we’re suggesting
ditching that out-of-date gift for
something that truly screams romance
and passion. Like, for instance,
infusing the token of your love into a
craftily made drink or foodie fare.
Even if your shoppers already bought
those flowers for that special someone,
there’s still hope that Cupid’s arrow
will hit its mark this season. The
latest flavor trend is to go herbal and
botanical, which means there’s use
for that bouquet—so long as your
shoppers dry, extract, or grind it down
to nothing but delicious dust!
Herbs like rosemary, sage, cilantro,

by Kayla Webb

mint, basil, and thyme and botanical
flavors like rose, lavender, hibiscus,
lemongrass, or any sort of dried fruit,
really, are back in style and taste!
Not to mention, this trend is creating
a new demand for produce-centric
aesthetics that are already enriching
Instagram feeds.
Add any of the aforementioned herbs
and botanical blends to lattes, artisan
sodas, and cocktails, and even ice
creams, mashed potatoes, or basically
any base that’s just asking to be mixed
with delicious fun! No matter what
your shoppers garnish, instill, or mix
herbal and botanical ingredients
with, they’re sure to devise a love
potion that will, at the very least, fill
them with admiration for their own
concocting abilities.
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SUNRIPE CERTIFIED
BRANDS

Sunripe Certified Brands’ Chief
Executive Officer Jon Esformes in
the field during tomato harvest

No Limit:

A Brand’s
Promise
e’re actually very proud—I
shouldn’t say proud...”
Jon Esformes pauses.
As the Chief Executive Officer
at Sunripe Certified Brands,
one of North America’s
preeminent tomato providers,
Jon oversees and is part-owner
of a fourth-generation family
farming operation whose
presence extends throughout

the eastern United States
and Mexico, with outposts in
Florida, the Chesapeake, and
south of the border in Sinaloa
and Culiacán.
Under Jon’s direction, the
company has partnered
with the Fair Food Program
and Coalition of Immokalee
Workers to ensure the
best possible conditions
for farmworkers at Sunripe

by Robert Schaulis

Certified and throughout
the industry. The company
has worked with PrimusGFS
and Eleven Rivers® Growers
to meet customers’ needs
for fresh, healthy, safe, and
sustainable products. Sunripe
Certified has expanded to
new growing regions and built
new facilities, and it’s done so
with the utmost attention to
sustainability and to meeting
the needs of its farmworkers,

“When people see Sunripe
Certified Brands, we want
them to have the confidence
that their food is grown safely...”
- Jon Esformes, CEO, Sunripe Certified Brands

its end-consumers, and its
customers.
There’s a lot for Sunripe
Certified Brands and its CEO
to be proud of, but the word
doesn’t quite fit. The word
Jon is looking for is elusive
and bears an almost uncanny
resemblance to “proud”—a
sense of gratification but not of
self-satisfaction. I can hear him
searching over the phone as we
talk one morning in early winter.
“We are humbled—humbled to
have had the opportunity to
be a leader, in Florida and in

the produce industry, in the
area of doing the right thing
as it applies to our relationship
with our coworkers,” says Jon.
We’re discussing the rights
of farmworkers and the
responsibilities of growers
to those workers. As head
of Sunripe Certified, Jon has
made it his mission—and the
company’s—to never rest
on his laurels. Alongside his
partners, his fellow Esformes
and Heller family owners,
Jon has made that sense of

responsibility—along with its
responsibility to its customers
and end consumers—part of
the DNA of Sunripe Certified.
“When people see Sunripe
Certified Brands, we want
them to have the confidence
that their food is grown safely,
that people who have honored
us with their work have had
the opportunity to do that
work in the safest and fairest
workplace, that our product
will always be consistent and
of the highest quality,” Jon
says. “And by the way, that
land that we farm on is owned

90 percent by the Esformes
and the Heller families, and we
take care of that land.”
Sunripe Certified promises
the utmost commitment to
four pillars: food safety, social
responsibility, quality, and
sustainability. It’s perhaps the
second of those pillars that
Jon speaks most passionately
about, but I soon find out, he’s
loathe to describe it under the
rubric of social responsibility.
“‘Social responsibility’ sounds
like we’re doing something
extra—when it’s doing what
we’re supposed to be doing.
Around here, we call that
doing the right thing. What
we’re talking about is paying
people what they earn.
We’re talking about those
people having a safe and
fair workplace. We have a
responsibility to see things
as they are and not as we’d
like them to be. And in seeing

From left to right: Sunripe Certified
tomatoes on the vine, the interior of
Sunripe Certified’s Mexico facility,
Sunripe Certified tomatoes growing
in Immokalee, Florida

“‘Social responsibility’ sounds
like we’re doing something
extra—when it’s doing what
we’re supposed to be doing.
Around here, we call that
doing the right thing.”
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Top: Sunripe Certified tomatoes growing
in the field; Bottom: Sunripe Certified’s
facilities in Sinaloa, Mexico

In 1982, the Esformes family
partnered with the Heller
family—another produce cartturned-growing operation
that began in New York City’s
Washington Market. The two
families would combine their
resources and expertise to
form a single business under
the Pacific Tomato Growers
rubric (the company was
then growing largely out of
California, where at its peak, it
farmed more than 7,000 acres).
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things as they are, we saw
very clearly that agricultural
workers are by far the most
vulnerable workers in North
America,” says Jon. “We
make every effort possible to
eliminate sexual harassment,
intimidation, and violence.
Quite frankly, we owe that
to our workers. All of those
things are just wrong, and we
have a zero-tolerance policy
for them. That’s not the kind
of environment that we’re
creating here.”

first immigrated to the
United States just before the
first World War, settling in
New York City. After Jon’s
great-grandfather was told
by a doctor he could no
longer work in a shoe factory
because airborne glue had
made him ill, he took to the
streets with a pushcart full
of watermelons. Eventually,
Jon’s great-grandfather built
up his fruit vending business
and secured a spot in the
Bronx Terminal Market.

To truly understand Sunripe
Certified’s commitment to
“doing the right thing,” to
these ethical pillars, it helps
to understand the nearly
100-year-long history of the
company and the partnership
between the Esformes and
Heller families. Jon’s family

Selling produce would
eventually lead the family to
enter into growing its own,
first in Upstate New York, then
in Florida, California—even
pre-revolutionary Cuba. The
family’s business would
continue to grow throughout
the next 50 years.

Throughout much of the
20th century, Jon has
noted elsewhere, the family
business—along with other
produce providers—took
an “adversarial” stance to
worker organizations like
the UFW and the Coalition
of Immokalee Workers. This
all changed in the 2000s,
though, when Jon agreed to
meet with representatives
from the Coalition.
Inspired by the teachings of
Jewish faith-based recovery
program Beit T’Shuvah, Jon
approached the meeting with
humility and a willingness to
do everything in his power to
improve Sunripe Certified’s
operations and approach to
farm labor.

Jon quotes from Rabbi
Abraham Joshua Heschel, a
preeminent theologian, moral
thinker, and human rights
activist who was a friend and
contemporary of Martin Luther
King, Jr.: “Morally speaking,
there is no limit to the concern
one must feel for the suffering
of human beings, that
indifference to evil is worse
than evil itself, that in a free
society some are guilty but all
are responsible.”

“As our customers’ needs
have evolved, we as a Florida
grower have recognized
and identified the valueadded category as a critical
way of meeting our retail
and foodservice customers’
changing needs.”

Within months of their first
meeting, the Coalition and
Sunripe Certified had reached
an accord, and the company
had become a standardbearer for the cause of
farmworkers’ rights.

“All our core values are
“Over the last eight years,
expressed in that facility. It’s
our workers have gained a
the highest level of technology
great deal of respect for and
and food safety. We took our
trust in our company, and
extraordinary packing facility
therefore they can call our
in Wimauma, Florida, and
company
hotline
to
make
a
“Our relationship with the
we replicated that in Mexico,”
Coalition of Immokalee Workers complaint,” Jon notes. “But
Jon notes. “We have a very
for many years we had a
allowed us to very quickly
unique situation there where,
hotline
and
never
received
become a model for what the
once
we purchase a seed, it
any
complaints
because
industry could become,” Jon
doesn’t leave the property
people were afraid to call.”
adds. “It was a model for the
until it’s a packaged tomato
future in 2010, and we still
headed for the border. We
Jon
is
quick
to
point
out
believe that we have the
grow
all of our own plants;
that
Sunripe
Certified’s
highest level of standards in the
all the packing and all the
commitment to agricultural
produce industry.”
farming is done within the
workers’ rights and to the
property lines of our operation.
integrity
of
its
operations
That high bar has even
I
love that. The less we can
extends
to
its
Mexico
seen the company come to
impact the environment by
operations as well. The
odds, recently, with some of
transporting product over the
Esformes Family has been
produce’s largest industry
road,
the better it is for the
farming
in
Mexico
since
organizations.
product, the better it is for the
1959, and Sunripe Certified is
environment.”
currently in its second year of
“You will not see the Sunripe
production
out
of
a
new
stateCertified name signed on
And as in the company’s U.S.
of-the-art facility in Sinaloa,
to the PMA and United
operations, Sunripe Certified’s
Mexico.
Ethical Charter, and that was
deliberate,” says Jon. “Because
if you don’t have a secure
system of complaints and
investigations that is fair, evenhanded, and separated from
the authority of the company,
it’s nearly impossible to effect
the real kind of change that
we’re after given who our
agricultural workers are and
how vulnerable they are.”

Sunripe Certified tomatoes
growing in Parrish, Florida

Jon points to the enormous
distrust agricultural workers
may feel toward growers
and authorities—particularly
migrant workers who may not
be accustomed to the kinds of
protections the Ethical Charter
aims to uphold.
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“We don’t work
with any labor
contractors, and
all our employees
are from the local
communities,
which has given
us the opportunity
and ability to
build a long-term
relationship with
the folks who work
for us...”
employees in Mexico are of
paramount importance.
“Each of our workers, everyone
who works for our company in
Mexico, is a direct employee.
We don’t work with any
labor contractors, and all
our employees are from the
local communities, which has
given us the opportunity and
ability to build a long-term
relationship with the folks who
work for us there because
we live and work in the same
communities,” Jon says.

The Esformes and Heller families

and identified the valueadded category as a critical
way of meeting our retail
and foodservice customers’
In the spirit of perpetual
changing needs,” Jon tells me.
improvement, Sunripe
“We retooled our Wimauma
Certified is constantly
facility, where we had
pressing forward. From
traditionally operated from
changing the geography of
October till July handling all
its growing operations to
our snacking tomato varieties.
reduce distance friction to
We built a freestanding facility
its latest venture, introducing
on that property to take
new value-added capabilities
care of all of these different
at its Wimauma facility, the
types of packaging and
company continues to evolve, spec requirements that our
to put forth the best iteration
customers have. So we can
of itself, and to carry ahead at essentially be a one-stop shop
the vanguard of the industry.
for your Florida tomato needs.”

“As our customers’ needs
have evolved, we as a Florida
grower have recognized
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Because, from its employees
and owners to customers
and end-consumers, Sunripe

Certified is a company first and
foremost invested in better
serving and meeting the needs
of its constituents and in
learning how best to do so.
“We are always learning;
we are always developing,
and we don’t live in a
vacuum,” Jon says. “We are
absolutely learning from every
interaction we have with every
professional in our business.”
It’s a process, Jon explains,
one to be approached with
humility, the knowledge
that responsibility knows
few bounds, and a certified
commitment to being the best
one can be at each juncture.

Wholesome Heroes
represents individuals who are
making a positive impact in their
community through their work,
volunteer efforts, and health and
wellness initiatives.

RAINIER ® FRUIT CELEBRATES WHOLESOME HEROES

Elisa Garnica
Promotions Manager, Fiesta Mart, LLC

YEARS WITH fiesta mart

7.5 years

WHAT MAKES elisa A
WHOLESOME HERO?
Elisa does it all! She is a marathon
runner, running a race every month
in cities all over. She also volunteers
with St. Jude and organizes their gala,
5K run/walk, and even donates all
her race medals to children who are
in treatment for cancer. At work, Elisa
coordinates all kinds of events, from
community activities like the Tamale
Festival and Rodeo Houston to
holidays that shine a light on different
cultures like Diwali and Chinese
New Year! There’s always something
cooking when Elisa’s around.

1

SPECIAL MOMENTS

2

what do you love
about the industry?

3

how did you get involved
with produce?

4

what have you learned?

5

A Love for Running

6

takeaway for real life
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favorite produce item

Watermelon

4
1

“Just seeing the smiles on kids’
faces when I give them the
medals is so rewarding. They
get so excited!”

2

Overall, Elisa loves education
because teaching people, especially
kids, how to live a healthy, active
lifestyle is so rewarding. She
loves interacting with customers,
participating in events, and being
active in the community.

Since Fiesta Mart is a large
international market, Elisa organizes
cultural events each month. She has
learned more and more about other
cultures and what their holiday
traditions mean. As she’s learning
more about new cultures, she’s
bringing new traditions into Fiesta
Mart and exposing customers to
new things as well!

5

“Since I was in middle school I’ve
loved running, but I only started
running in races in 2015. I did the
Houston marathon, then Austin
marathon, then Sugar Land,
then ran the New York Women’s
Marathon. Every month I run a
marathon in a different city!”

36

Elisa was working in radio and
media when, about 17 years ago,
she began doing radio programming
for Fiesta Mart and just loved the
community programming. After
about 10 years of partnering with
Fiesta for community events, a
position opened up and she was
asked to officially join the team as
Promotions Manager.

“Be in peace. Be happy. Be healthy.
It all starts with being good to
yourself and being good to others.
Running, praying, helping others,
and traveling are good for the soul.”

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

No longer content with playing second fiddle, fresh fruits and
veggies are increasingly migrating from side dish to center plate—
annexing big swathes of eaters’ appetites as consumers continue to
watch waists and cut unhealthy habits.
At the front of this trend toward healthy eating, Sysco’s culinary
creators continue to push forward, collaborating with the company’s
foodservice partners across industries and throughout the globe to
offer fresh food and fresh ideas to chefs and shoppers, restaurant
goers and operators alike.
We reached out to chefs from Sysco’s team to learn more about
their favorite produce-forward dishes, the ways in which healthy
eaters are redefining the culinary landscape, and how Sysco’s chefs
are keeping flavor front-and-center while doing so…
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Greg Meeker

Culinary Consultant, Sysco Seattle

“

Patrick Britten

CEC, AAC | Market Chef North
East, Sysco Northern New England

“

Wood-roasted root vegetables—I
enjoy cooking outside in a wood-fired oven
all year round. Being able to pick up fresh
produce from a local farm on the way home
and have a quick, healthy, and affordable
meal is great. The options are always
changing with the season—right now we
have baby beets, turnips, carrots, Brussels
sprouts, potatoes, and kohlrabi. Toss
with EVOO, a little sea salt, fresh thyme,
rosemary, and whole cloves of garlic. Roast
the vegetables in a cast iron pan using
apple and maple wood for the fire. A great
medley of flavors, amazingly crisp with a
rich charred flavor.

”

It is a great blessing to be a chef
in Washington State. There aren’t
many places like this where some of
the nation’s best produce is literally in
your own backyard and where there are
four distinct seasons to create variety and newness in
my preparations. We are known primarily for treefruits
like apples, pears, and peaches (depending on the
season). Because there is expectation in the Northwest
to utilize these awesome treats of nature, there comes
a worthy and extremely gratifying challenge to try new
and interesting ways of doing this.
I like to use fruit as a surprise sweet element in my
preparations. The diner’s palate will recognize sweet
first and then process exactly what that sweet item
is and how friendly it is with other elements of the
dish. If I am considerate of flavor compatibilities and
balance, I can make something that is both simple and
extraordinary utilizing fruit—and actually make it the
star of the show even if it wasn’t meant to be!
My favorite way to achieve this is to give fruit atypical
treatments, to not only create uniqueness in an
application, but to also bring out that fruit’s best
elements. Grilling pineapple or baking apples and
stonefruits is not necessarily original or unique anymore,
but applying unusual methods to fruit like charbroiling
melon, hot roasting pears, smoking apples, and hot
broiling grapes and bananas elevates and transforms
these fruits into other-worldly dimensions that bring
sweet and savory closer together.
I have two go-to applications that emphasize fruit:
• Roasted Pear, Walnut, Bleu Cheese, and Bacon
Flatbread: Uses the sweetness of pears, the umami
of the walnuts turned into a buttery spread, the tang
of the bleu cheese, and the saltiness of the bacon.
Roasting the pear gives it an earthiness and savory
hint.
• Smoked Apple Mac and Cheese: Tart Granny Smith
apples smoked until just tender are folded into a sharp
Cheddar-based mac and cheese that adds a robust
flavor and subtle sweet element to complement the
tang and umami of the ultimate comfort food.
Fruit doesn’t have to be for just salads, desserts,
or beverages. By stepping outside its traditional
boundaries and taking creative culinary-based risks,
fruit can be forward in even the most savory of
preparations!

”
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VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Bryan Hudson

Executive Chef, Sysco Raleigh

Britney Jerome

Business Resources Consultant, Sysco Houston

“

I find myself doting on eggplant recently,
specifically the Japanese varietal. The thin
skin is forgiving enough to leave intact and the
bright white flesh essentially melts into a surprisingly
sweet, earthy flavor that is unmistakably eggplant. I’ll
happily labor over the involved process of perfect
Eggplant Caponata—a recipe I learned during my
apprenticeship. Chilled caponata, herbed fresh ricotta,
and dressed spicy greens, on a quality roll, is a personal
bite of nostalgia. The patience to appropriately char an
eggplant’s skin, before buzzing it up into Baba Ganoush,
is worthy of the added dimension of flavor it creates.
Bonus points if you have time to do it over a charcoal
or wood grill. I like to top warm Baba with paper-thin
shaved vegetables, spiced ground meat, vibrant chili
oil, and toasted nuts and seeds. The common party dip
easily becomes an extravagant entrée with just a touch
of finesse.

“

For two years I worked on a
farm in New York. This made
me appreciate all that goes into
producing the food we consume. However
growing up in the South, I had never
experienced this type of living. But how
many of us living in the United States have
ever seen Brussels sprouts growing in a field?
Or asparagus and fiddlehead ferns begin to
sprout after the snow finally melts? This is
where my love of produce comes from. My
favorite variety of produce to use would have
to be squash. Whether winter or summer,
there is a squash for every season. I love
roasting pie pumpkins whole with honey and
serving chili in them. Grilled butternut squash
‘fries’ are one of my daughter’s favorites.
Spiralized summer squash is a fantastic way
to make healthy noodle dishes, either hot
or cold. With hundreds of squash to choose
from, the possibilities are seemingly endless!

”

My new essential eggplant preparation involves
peeling it, cutting it into thick medallions resembling
scallops, and searing it golden brown. Prepare sauce
à la minute, as the porous texture of the eggplant will
absorb flavored liquid and fat very well. The first time
I experienced eggplant prepared this way, I was dining
out with three professional chefs and my dad. Every one
of us, refined palate and not, distinguished the seared
plant “scallops” as our favorite course of the meal. Since
then, I’ve fallen down the rabbit hole of flavor profile
directions: fresh Mediterranean, bold Asian, and even
modern French. Guests are always impressed, and I’m
often delightfully surprised myself.

”
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WTF

California Giant
DO I DO WITH						
Blueberries

?

{ what the fork }

B L U E B E R R Y G R I L L E D C H E E S E P I C N I C PAC K E T S

INGREDIENTS
½ cup California Giant blueberries,
chopped
8 slices of your favorite bread, toasted
8 slices of white Cheddar
8 slices of mozzarella
4 tbsp mayonnaise
1 tbsp balsamic vinegar
4 large pieces of foil
Prep Time: 20 min
Servings: 4 sandwiches

DIRECTIONS

1
2
3
4

Marinate chopped blueberries in balsamic vinegar for 10-15 minutes.
Layer sandwiches by spreading ½ tbsp mayonnaise on one side of bread. Top
with 2 slices of Cheddar, 2 tbsp marinated blueberries, 2 slices of mozzarella,
and another piece of toast with ½ tbsp mayonnaise on the inside.
Tightly wrap sandwiches with foil and take to a park or campgrounds. Throw
the foil packets on the grill or over an open fire until cheese is melted.
Unwrap the sandwiches and enjoy!

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.calgiant.com/recipes
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Cuties® is giving away a dream vacation!
From February 18 – March 30, 2019, Cuties® is giving
ing
your shoppers a chance to win a dream vacation to
Walt Disney World® Resort in Orlando, Florida.
Don’t miss out on the chance to share this magical
cal
experience in your store.
Call us today! (213) 612-9957 | CutiesCitrus.com

Cuties is a trademark of Sun Pacic.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

Q&
A
Keeping a

(S)harp Mind

with

Mike Roberts
by Jordan Okumura

hange is something that is
standard in our industry. Whether
it is due to technology, weather,
growing practices, markets, or innovations—
our business is as dynamic as they come. At
the retail level, it is easy to see the evolution
as fresh takes center stage, and the industry
competes within a growing number of store
formats and consumer buying behaviors. One
of those retail execs keeping his finger on the
pulse of the consumer experience is Mike
Roberts, Director of Produce Operations,
Harps Food Stores Inc. Mike has seen the
produce landscape evolve during his
nearly 30 years in the industry.
The company currently has
upward of 90 stores, with a
fresh concept that never sits
still for long. With such a
fruitful tenure in the industry,
Mike enjoys looking back as
much as he enjoys looking
forward.

Mike Roberts

Director of Produce Operations,
Harps Food Stores Inc.
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1

Jordan Okumura: How have

you seen merchandising
change and evolve during
your time at Harps?

Mike Roberts: Well, I might date myself
here. Having started in the business in 1988,
I have seen a ton of changes. Probably the
biggest change has been in fixtures; going
from flat racks to multi-deck cases or vertical
merchandising was a big change, as well
as going from slant backs or euro tables to
orchard bin fixtures. This has totally changed
the way we merchandise departments these
days. These changes were necessary to
incorporate new items that customers want
every day, reduce shrink, and to improve the
overall look of the department.

VOICES OF THE INDUSTRY

4

The variety that produce
departments offer today
is incredible... It seems
like just yesterday we
only had 300 items
available, and now we
have well over anywhere
between 800 to upwards
of 1,200 items...

2

- Mike Roberts, Director of Produce
Operations, Harps Food Stores Inc.

JO: As we get into the new year, what are
some of the key items you love to keep
stocked for your shoppers?

5

MR: Salads and cut fruit are a huge deal for the
new year. Along with all the other staples like
greens and cabbage, it gets really fun now with
Chilean soft fruit and blueberries and Florida
strawberries!
JO: What do you believe are some of the

JO: What are a few of your best practices
when it comes to merchandising your
produce department?

MR: Traffic flow is always of huge importance.
We want to have good traffic flow and easy
movement about the department for our
customers, but we also want to make sure they
see the whole department, so we sometimes
create pinch points—areas in the produce
department merchandised to keep customers
in the department longer—to help the
consumer see all we have to offer.

key components in growing and bringing
more value to your produce department
consumer relationships?

MR: I think you have to have items that are
value-added for today’s busy consumer,
and offer a wide variety of fresh fruits and
vegetables. Today’s consumer wants a choice,
and that choice can change weekly. I also
think you have to educate and inform them
about where your products are from and how
they are grown. I think cause marketing will
continue to grow because consumers feel
better about shopping with you if they know
you are also helping kids, the less fortunate,
and other good causes.

3

JO: In terms of the product mix, how have
you seen that concept evolve in current
years?

MR: The variety that produce departments

offer today is incredible—watermelons and
strawberries available year-round along with
the vast assortment of salad mixes and graband-go items. It seems like just yesterday we
only had 300 items available, and now we have
well over anywhere between 800 to upwards of
1,200 items or more available in our produce
departments.

It is funny to think that probably, just in the time
that we have created this piece, Mike has changed
his mind, seen something different, found something
new. But, hey, we are in the produce industry, right?
Change is in our blood.

...Consumers feel better about
shopping with you if they
know you are also helping
kids, the less fortunate, and
other good causes.
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MENTORS IN THE MAKING

Monique Bienvenue
BY JESSICA DONNEL

W

HEN MONIQUE
BIENVENUE HEARS
“You’ll never be able to
do that,” she picks up and starts
running to the finish line—literally.
The 26-year-old Director of
Communications for Bee Sweet
Citrus loves a challenge, whether
it be training to compete in the
Boston Marathon or spearheading
the revamp of a digital marketing
campaign.
Monique’s start in the fresh
produce industry was peppered
with the type of adversity she
thrives on. She is from the big city
of Los Angeles and didn’t grow up
in an ag community, making her a
still-rare inductee to the produce
industry. But her passion for health
and fresh food drove her to join
Fresno State’s ag communications
program without the foundation
enjoyed by so many of her peers.
Since then, it’s been all about
challenging herself to come up
with new and innovative ways to
increase consumption of fresh
produce and looking to those
who paved the course for her as
inspiration. When I ask Monique
to reflect on the people who
were responsible for raising the
bar for her throughout her career,
she can easily name so many.
Three that pique my interest are
Megan Jacobsen, Vice President
of Sales & Marketing at Gills
Onions; Jill Deering, Co-Founder
of running apparel brand rabbit;
and Joe Berberian, Sales Manager
alongside Monique at Bee Sweet
Citrus.
Monique went to Fresno State on
a mission to close the knowledge
gap between those who grew up
far removed from the agriculture
industry like she did and the
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farmers who make fresh fruits and
vegetables possible. Along that
ride, Monique found a partner in
her love for ag and a fellow PR
student who could pass the baton
as she ran toward a degree.
“Megan has been my mentor since
my days at Fresno State! She is a
few years older than me, and I did
my best to follow in her footsteps
on campus,” Monique reflects,
looking back at her days before
fresh produce knowledge became
second nature. “From the classes
she took, to the organizations she
was involved with, Megan helped
pave the road for my success. Her
vast knowledge in all matters PRrelated has helped me navigate the
waters fresh out of college, and
she remains a close friend of mine
today.”

powerhouse,” Monique gushes
about her friend and mentor. “As
my coach, she has helped me to
qualify for the Boston Marathon
twice, and her tenacious, yet kind,
spirit has inspired me to dream the
impossible.”
As an entrepreneur, Jill is
constantly making strategic
decisions inside and outside of the
office. Monique says that running
over 60 miles per week is no easy
feat, and learning how to balance
her passion, her personal life,
and her work from Jill has been
instrumental to her professional
growth.
Now, in her role as Bee Sweet’s
Director of Communications, she
is tasked with positioning the
brand identity of a major category
in California’s ag scene: citrus.
Monique, with the help of her team
leader Joe Berberian, spearheaded
a major digital campaign and
company-wide rebrand, bringing
Bee Sweet into a modern age of
produce marketing for the first
time since its inception.

But when Monique isn’t in the
boardroom advocating for food
literacy and increased produce
consumption, she’s hitting the
pavement, putting her feet
where her mouth is. Not just
focused on preaching the
gospel of healthy living,
Monique actually puts
her body through the
test of training for mega
marathons and beating
personal records to be
the best runner she can
be. The person who
helps her translate the
lessons she learns on the
course into ones she can
use in her career is Jill.
“Although she doesn’t work
in the produce industry, Jill has
been a tremendous influence in
my life. A mom, attorney, coach,
and Co-Founder of California’s
hottest running apparel brand
rabbit, Jill is the definition of a

Monique Bienvenue

Director of Communications,
Bee Sweet Citrus

FRESH FOLK

“Joe has been my direct supervisor over the past
two years and has been instrumental to my growth
at Bee Sweet Citrus,” Monique tells me. “His
knowledge of the company goes beyond the sales
desk, and he has been extremely receptive to all
of my thoughts and ideas regarding marketing
and communications. Being that Bee Sweet Citrus
hasn’t had a communications department in the
past, his insight and collaboration has been so
helpful! He knows exactly what Bee Sweet needs
to succeed, and he has been instrumental in
helping me make strategic marketing decisions for
specific audiences.”
Already a Director of Communications less than
four years out of college, Monique has clearly hit
the ground running both in and out of the office.
But don’t take my word for it. Here is the inside
scoop from those who passed her the torch…

THE MENTORS
Here is what they have
to say about Monique Bienvenue...

Jill Deering
Co-Founder, rabbit

Passion. It’s a characteristic that’s so simple, and
yet few people truly pursue careers and personal
endeavors that they feel passionate about.
Now, meet Monique. Monique embodies the word
passion. From a simple email correspondence
or a huge project presentation, to training and
racing road races in her personal time, Monique
is remarkably passionate about nearly every
aspect of her life. She is driven, extremely hard
working, and strives for perfection—and not in
that lofty, unattainable kind of way, but in being
the best Monique she can be, the most perfect
representation of herself.
Monique is also a dreamer. She is a lady with
gigantic dreams, and she is not scared to chase
those dreams down, literally. I’ve had the pleasure
of working with Monique in many different facets:
in a professional capacity as she has helped my
company with marketing and PR matters and in a
coaching relationship as I coach her in her distance
running career. Throughout both of these pursuits,
we have become remarkable friends. From the
moment I met Monique, I knew she was special, but
she still continues to amaze and impress me, and
I know that her greatest moments are still yet to
come.

Megan Jacobsen
Vice President of Sales &
Marketing, Gills Onions

Joe Berberian

Sales Manager, Bee Sweet Citrus
Exceptional. Talented. Motivated. Unique. The list of
words that can be used to describe my friend and
industry colleague can go on. I’ve had the privilege
of having a front-row seat in watching Monique
grow into a tremendous advocate for the agriculture
industry since her time as a student at Fresno State.
From the day we met, her energy was, and remains,
contagious! She is thoughtful in everything she
does and attacks every project—small or large—with
attention to detail, thoroughness, and good humor.
Monique is a reminder to our industry that you don’t
have to be born and raised on a farm to advocate and
speak truth about agriculture. This sassy and sweet
Southern California city girl has a passion for food
and health, and it shows through her work, not only
at Bee Sweet Citrus, but through her volunteer efforts
with multiple agriculture-based organizations.
As her mentor, the most rewarding part has been to
now work side-by-side with her in the fresh produce
industry as peers, discussing the latest trends and
sharing stories to help each other grow.

Monique joined our team as a PR intern right after
college, and she did such a great job that we hired
her on our permanent team. When Monique started,
we were a quiet company. We had no social media
presence, we never went to trade shows—but when
she began to help us grow our PR presence, we
really hit the ground running. She has an excellent
talent for being able to take everything she has
learned and worked on for the PR side and connect
it to what we do in sales—broadcasting our strengths
and organically bringing us to the next level.
What I always try to tell her is to look beyond
local and beyond what you do every day to try
to understand the business nationally. When you
indulge yourself in the packinghouse, the production,
and know what we are really doing from farm to fork,
you can be so much more effective at your job. She
has grown so much during her time with us at Bee
Sweet, and I can’t wait to see what comes next.

Sponsored By
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Quality Berries
EVERYDAY

When and Where Our Customers Need Them

At California Giant, we're proud to serve our customers year-round with the finest berries grown around
the world. Visit trade.calgiant.com to learn more about our expanding berry programs.
California Giant | Phone: (831) 728-1773 | sales@calgiant.com

C

hocolate-dipped is just one
preparation in which the
strawberry wins consumers’
hearts as they treat themselves
and their loved ones to its delightful fruit.
We take a look at strawberry demand,
volume, and how sales have shifted
direction for this treat over the last year...
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10oz
$13.3 Mil

(+9.5% DOLLAR CHANGE vs YA)

1.9 Mil lbs

(+7.5% VOLUME CHANGE vs YA )

16oz

32oz

$2.2 Bil

(- 1.6% DOLLAR CHANGE vs YA)

808.4 Mil lbs

(-5.3% VOLUME CHANGE vs YA)

48oz
$6.9 Mil

(-75.7% DOLLAR CHANGE vs YA)

3.6 Mil lbs

(-78.1% VOLUME CHANGE vs YA)

OTHER

sizes

$80.7 Mil

(+16.2% DOLLAR CHANGE vs YA)

13.4 Mil lbs

(+13.4% VOLUME CHANGE vs YA)

$857.6 Mil

(+31.9% DOLLAR CHANGE vs YA)

396.9 Mil lbs

(+42.2% VOLUME CHANGE vs YA)

64oz
$8.0 Mil

(+72.1% DOLLAR CHANGE vs YA)

6.6 Mil lbs

(+154.1% VOLUME CHANGE vs YA)

PINT*
$19.8 Mil

(-10.8% DOLLAR CHANGE vs YA)

4.2 Mil lbs

(-13.3% VOLUME CHANGE vs YA)
*A dry pint is about 11 oz
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SOURCE: IRI MULTI-OUTLET • LATEST 52 WEEKS ENDING NOV 4, 2018 vs YA

2018SALES

increase

creme strawberries

+55.3%

$0.8 Mil

$330.7 Mil

10.4%
ORGANIC

+
31.4
%
chocolate-covered

$48.4 Mil

annual
sales:

3.2 BILLION
U.S. per capita
use of fresh
strawberries
in 2017 was
8.3 lbs, up
from 2016’s
8.0 lbs*

89.6%

CONVENTIONAL
$2.8 Bil

snapshot
*Data provided by the USDA
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WTF

DelFrescoPure®
YES!Berries Your Everyday
Snack!™ Strawberries

DO I DO WITH						 ?
{ what the fork }

S T R AW B E R R Y & P I S TAC H I O F R O Z E N YOG U R T B A R K
INGREDIENTS
2 cups diced YES!Berries Your
Everyday Snack!™ strawberries
2 cups vanilla Greek yogurt
3 tbsp white sugar
½ cup lightly toasted pistachios
1 tbsp real maple syrup
Prep Time: 20 min
Cool Time: 4 hr or overnight
Servings: 8

DIRECTIONS

1

Line a rimmed baking sheet with aluminum foil (make sure it fits in your
freezer, otherwise line two large plates instead); set aside.

2

In a medium bowl, whisk the yogurt with sugar until smooth. Pour onto the
baking sheet and use a rubber spatula to spread into an even layer about ½"
thick. You don’t want the yogurt mixture to touch the sides of the baking
sheet.

3

In a small bowl, gently stir to combine the strawberries, pistachios, and maple
syrup. Evenly scatter the mixture over the yogurt.

4

Freeze uncovered until solid, about 4 hours or overnight. Pick up the bark
by grasping the foil and lifting it up and onto a cutting board. Break with a
wooden rolling pin or carefully cut into serving pieces. Enjoy immediately or
keep frozen in a resealable plastic bag.

For more delicious, healthy, & easy-to-prepare recipes visit www.delfrescopure.com
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» The IF List «

John Chamberlain
VICE PRESIDENT OF GLOBAL MARKETING, LIMONEIRA

IF

With Jordan Okumura

you have met John Chamberlain, then you already know
he is impossible to forget. Lighting up the pages of trade
news or bringing that brand of creativity and confidence to
the retail spread of the show floor, he can’t help but stand
out in a crowd. I was lucky enough to meet this enigma in my first years
in produce, and I cannot imagine a month without his humor and passion.
What would this citrus stunner do with a handful of IFs? We asked him
here, and he did not disappoint.

IF you could have been born in
another century or decade, which
would it be and why?

The 1920s in Paris, along with Ernest
Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, John
Dos Passos, E.E. Cummings, Archibald
MacLeish, Hart Crane, Gertrude Stein, and
others as part of La génération perdue
(The Lost Generation).

IF you had to choose now, what
would your last meal consist of?

Lemon-flavored CHEETOS®, baked and
crunchy. If they don’t have some, we’ll
make them!

IF you could have dinner with anyone,
dead or alive, who would it be?

Dining with some of the peeps from the
Algonquin Round Table—Franklin Pierce
Adams, Robert Benchley, George S.
Kaufman, Dorothy Parker, and Alexander
Woollcott.

IF you wrote an autobiography, what
would be the title?

A Tale of Two Cities: Revisited and
Repurposed.

IF you had to wear the same thing
every day, what items of clothing
would you pick?

Sunglasses and jeans. Does a bottle of
wine count as ‘wearing’?

IF you had to eat the same thing
every day for the rest of your days,
what would you eat?
Rocky Road Ice Cream (and lemons).

IF you could enhance one aspect of
your intelligence, which part would
you want to improve?

IF you could join a musician, dead or
alive, on stage to sing along or play
an instrument with, who would you
choose and why?

John Belushi, Dan Aykroyd, James Brown,
Cab Calloway, Aretha Franklin, Ray
Charles, and John Lee Hooker. Let’s do
it in the same diner in Chicago a la Blues
Brothers.

IF you had $10 million that you had
to donate to someone else, who
would you choose and why?

PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals). A pretty obvious choice, I’m
afraid.

IF you had a superpower, what
would you want it to be?
Definitely flying.

IF you could have any actor play you
in a movie, who would you want?
Arnold Schwarzenegger or Ice Cube.

IF you were stranded on a
desert island, which three
items would you bring?

The Internet, Amazon Prime,
Cracker Jack®.

IF you could redo one
moment or event in your
life, which one would you
choose and why?

I was Tom Sawyer in the sixth
grade and also President of
Cranberry Elementary in
Norwalk, Connecticut. I’m
afraid that was the
zenith.

The part that is way down on the
intelligence spectrum.
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OFF THE SHELF

CLOSE

A Closer Look at Litehouse™
Single-Serve Snack Packs
by Sarah Johnson

W

ho says healthy snacking
has to be low-flavor? Not
I! New from Litehouse are
the company’s single-serve Snack
Packs, giving consumers a flavor
they can savor with the convenience
they crave. With no artificial colors,
flavors, or preservatives, and no
high-fructose corn syrup, these
dips make healthy snacking simple
again—and delicious.
Snack Packs are ready to fling flavor
on a nearby pre-packaged salad
or act as a delectable dip for some
bite-sized produce on display. These
1.5 oz cups are perfectly portioned
for consumers to get snacking in the
produce section, providing flavor
fast.
With six cups per pack and a retail
price as low as $3.99, convenience
is also cost-effective. Healthy
options can be hard to find in small
portions, making these packs the
hero of the produce aisle for busy
grocery shoppers. Parents are sure
to love the lack of filler ingredients
and preservatives, and kids are sure
to be delighted by the dressing’s
creamy texture and classic flavors.
Professionals looking for something
new to spice up a packed lunch
for the office will appreciate the
portability and punch of flavor
contained in each cup.
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St. Patrick’s Day brings a well-rounded need for produce across the table and,
as the Irish say, “Two people shorten the road.” So we reached out to industry
experts to see how we could cut down your path to boosted St. Patrick’s Day
sales, be it Irish potato bread, Shepherd’s Pie loaded with veggies, or the
classic corned beef and cabbage...
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Christine Lindner

“

1

National Sales
Alsum Farms

t. Patrick’s Day celebrates all
things Irish, and there’s no
better way to share the ‘luck
of the Irish’ with your family
and friends than with a potatoinspired dish to accompany your
corned beef and cabbage dinner. To
me, red potatoes and St. Patrick’s
Day are synonymous. In fact, red
potato volume is 40 percent greater
in March than the average of other
months, according to Nielsen
FreshFacts. Red potatoes add color
to the plate and are a versatile
vegetable. For a unique twist and
added flavor, Chipotle and Lime
Roasted Potatoes are a favorite.
This recipe adds a burst of flavor.
Simple but satisfying, this roasted
red potato recipe is a quick and
easy addition to any St. Paddy’s Day
celebration.

2

Kellen Stailey

David Roby

Vice President of Marketing
Grimmway Farms

“

great way to celebrate St.
Patrick’s Day in-store is
with secondary displays
highlighting traditional,
Irish-inspired ingredients like green
cabbage, carrots, and potatoes,
cross-merchandised with corned
beef or brisket proteins. To add
some colorful fun to your display,
play up the ‘end of the rainbow’
theme with rainbow baby carrots or
rainbow radishes.

“

”

”

1

Brand Manager
Domex SuperFresh® Growers
his is a great time of year to
keep New Year’s resolutions
going while keeping that
splash of festive green
front-of-mind during St. Patrick’s
Day promotions. While folks may not
typically associate apples with St.
Patrick’s Day, I find that the produce
staples associated with specific
holidays have become more fluid
and diverse. Enter Granny Smith
apples. I love Granny Smith Kale
Smoothies, and this simple delight
is a great opportunity for a store
recipe tasting at retail. This bright
green smoothie is super nutritious
thanks to the Granny Smith apple
and kale. It’s also super sweettasting without any refined sugar. It’s
a win-win! We love making this quick
and easy smoothie for breakfast,
as an after-school treat, or postworkout. Add a little cinnamon to
give it that extra boost.

”

3

2
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Ernst van Eeghen

“

4

VP of Business Development
Church Brothers Farms
abbage continues to be a
very popular vegetable and
we’ve seen double-digit
growth over the past three
years. Our overall cabbage sales
are fairly consistent throughout the
year, but there definitely are a few
spikes with the two weeks leading
into St. Patrick’s Day as the most
prominent one. The item seems to
have gained some momentum in the
foodservice industry and is making
its way into more versatile dishes
than just coleslaw. Our Napa Slaw is
a very popular item with many of our
customers—this Chinese cabbage
is more delicate, sweeter, crunchier,
and a little juicier than the traditional
green cabbage. Napa Slaw is very
versatile and can be used as an
upscale addition to your normal
coleslaw but, also, it can be used
as a topping for tacos, flatbreads,
soups, and pizza. Our Napa Slaw
also includes some green cabbage,
carrots, and red cabbage, and
delivers a very delicate and sweet
flavor.

”

5

Lindsey Roberts

“

5

Marketing Manager
Monterey Mushrooms
or shoppers who are in
the mood for a hearty,
savory comfort-food classic,
Shepherd’s Pie can be made
even more delicious with the
addition of mushrooms. Shepherd’s
Pie is a delicious combo of ground
lamb that has been cooked with
carrots, sweet green peas, and corn.
The lamb mixture is then topped
with a crust of creamy mashed
potatoes. Consumers will love how
easy and convenient this dish is.
It can be made a day in advance,
which makes dinner prep easier. For
even more speed, we recommend
they use Monterey Mushroom’s Let’s
Blend™ finely diced mushrooms for
an extra pop of umami flavor.

”

Leah Halverson

“

Director of Business Development
Black Gold Farms
e would like to
encourage retailers
to think of RED as the
new color of St. Patrick’s
Day! While the color green may
be synonymous with the holiday,
red potatoes are already part
of everyone’s St. Patrick’s Day
feast—regardless if they’re Irish or
not. The sales numbers show it—
red potato volume is 40 percent
greater in March than the average
of other months during Q1 (Nielsen
FreshFacts data, 2015).
The only thing that could make
red potato sales even stronger
in March is to make St. Patrick’s
celebrations last longer than the
holiday hangover. That is just what
Black Gold Farms is going to do…
by promoting red potatoes as the
lucky charm for turning leftovers
into a week of great meals! We
will help retailers to tantalize their
shoppers—and drive greater red
potato purchases—with delicious
Corned Beef & Red Potato Hash
leftovers that can be turned into Top
O’ The Mornin’ Muffins or O’Leary’s
Leftover Pizza and even Irish Egg
Rolls. Even better, by encouraging
shoppers to enjoy more St. Patrick’s
Day-themed leftovers, retailers will
not only move more red potatoes,
but sell more of other produce
categories such as cabbage, carrots,
and onions.

”

4

6

6
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EXPERTS IN

ORGANICS

Set your SPRING organic apple and pear
ads now for incremental sales.
Domex Superfresh Growers® is proud to offer a wide selection of
Organic apples and pears, with many varieties available year-round.

